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Abstract 
In this paper, we study the lower semilattice of NP-subspaces of both the standard polynomial 
time representation and the tally polynomial time representation of a countably infinite dimen- 
sional vector space V, over a finite field F. We show that for both the standard and tally 
representation of V, , there exists polynomial time subspaces U and FV such that U + V is 
not recursive. We also study the NP analogues of simple and maximal subspaces. We show 
that the existence of P-simple and NP-maximal subspaces is oracle dependent in both the tally 
and standard representations of V,. This contrasts with the case of sets, where the existence 
of NP-simple sets is oracle dependent but NP-maximal sets do not exist. We also extend many 
results of Nerode and Remmel (1990) concerning the relationship of P bases and NP-subspaces 
in the tally representation of V, to the standard representation of V,. 
1. Introduction 
In 1975 Metakides and Nerode [26] initiated the systematic study of recursion the- 
oretic algebra. The motivation was to establish the recursive content of mathematical 
constructions. The novelty was the use of the finite injury priority method from re- 
cursion theory as a uniform tool to meet algebraic requirements. Prior to that time 
the priority method has been limited primarily to internal applications within recursion 
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theory in the theory of recursively enumerable sets and in the theory of degrees of 
unsolvability and their generalizations. 
Recursion theoretic algebra has been developed since, in depth, by many authors 
in such subjects as commutative fields, vector spaces, orderings, and boolean algebras 
(see [ 151 for references and a cross-section of results before 1980). Recursion theoretic 
algebra yielded as a byproduct a theory of recursively enumerable substructures (see 
the survey article [28] for references). 
Simultaneously, in computer science there was a vast development of P and NP 
problems in complexity theory. This subject started out as a tool for measuring the 
relative difficulties of classes of computational problems (see [13, 14, 201). Many 
papers in this area have dealt with coding a given problem A4 into a calibrated problem 
to find an upper bound on the complexity of M, and coding a calibrated problem into 
a given problem A4 to find a lower bound on the complexity of M (see [19, 221). Due 
to the intractability of the fundamental problem P = NP, Baker-Gill-Solovay [2] began 
a line of inquiry using diagonal arguments to produce sets (“oracles”) RI, R2 such that 
PR1 = NPR’ , PR2 # NPR2. Typical of recent work in this direction is the construction by 
Yao [44] of oracles relative to which none of the polynomial time hierarchy collapses, 
and the result of Cai [6] that this holds for oracles with probability 1. The Baker- 
Gill-Solovay, Yao, and Cai results are fundamental, but they do not use the priority 
method which was used systematically with success in recursion theoretic algebra. 
Those studying recursion theoretic algebra have wondered whether a more sophis- 
ticated cousin of recursion theoretic algebra, complexity theoretic algebra, might be 
feasible also using the priority method as a fundamental tool. Priority arguments have 
been used by many authors in the study of PA and NPA sets for recursive or recursively 
enumerable oracles A. For example, Homer and Maass [21], used priority arguments 
to investigate the lattice of NPA sets. Shinota and Slaman [42] and Shore and Sla- 
man [43] have used priority argument to study the structure of the polynomial time 
Turing degrees relative to a recursive oracle. Downey and Fellows [ 171 used priority 
arguments to study the density of their fixed parameter complexity classes. 
We showed that the priority method also plays a fundamental role in the study of 
complexity theoretic algebra. For example, in [31] we studied the lower semilattice of 
NP ideals of polynomial time presentations of the free Boolean algebra. Unlike the 
situation for recursive Boolean algebras where there is a unique recursive presentation 
of the free Boolean algebra up to recursive isomorphism, there are many inequivalent 
polynomial time representations of the free Boolean algebra up to polynomial time 
isomorphisms. Thus in [31], we concentrated on two very natural polynomial time 
representations of the free Boolean algebra, namely the standard representation where 
the underlying universe is the set of binary representations of the natural numbers and 
tally representation where the underlying universe is the set of tally representations of 
the natural numbers. We examined several NP analogues of results in the lattice of 
r.e. ideals of a recursive presentation of the free Boolean algebra. For example, every 
recursive ideal can be extended to a recursive maximal ideal. The natural analogue 
of this result, i.e. that every polynomial time ideal can be extended to a polynomial 
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time maximal ideal, was proved for both the standard polynomial time representation 
and tally polynomial time representations of the free Boolean algebra in [31]. Simi- 
larly, it is known that there exists a recursively enumerable (r.e.) ideal which is not 
extendable to an r.e. maximal ideal. The analogue of this latter result, i.e. that there 
exists an NP ideal which is not contained in any NP maximal ideal, was shown to 
be oracle dependent in [31]. In [35], we studied the semilattice of NP subspaces of 
both the standard and tally representation of a countable, infinite dimensional vector 
space V, over a polynomial time field. In that paper, we studied a polynomial time 
analogue of a simple result of Dekker [ 161, namely that every r.e. subspace of V, 
has recursive basis. The NP analogue of this result is that every NP subspace in either 
the standard or tally representation of V, has a basis in P. In [35], we showed that 
if the underlying field is infinite, then, for either the standard or tally representation 
of v,, every r.e. subspace has a basis in P which actually improves Dekker’s result. 
However, if the underlying field is infinite, then in the tally representation of V,, we 
showed that the question of whether every NP subspace has a basis in P is oracle 
dependent. We note also that Cenzer and Remmel, in a series of papers [7-12, 401, 
have developed a rich polynomial time model theory where the priority method also 
plays a role. 
Thus complexity theoretic algebra in this sense is feasible. The proofs in recursive 
algebra are effective but one does not pay attention to resource bounds. The proofs in 
complexity theoretic algebra are more intricate than those of recursion theoretic algebra 
because one is forced to pay careful attention to resource bounds. Recursion theoretic 
algebra uses unbounded computational resources, complexity theoretic algebra cannot. 
Sometimes, one gets the opposite result in complexity theoretic algebra for an analogous 
result in recursion theoretic algebra, as in the case of the analogue of Dekker’s result 
mentioned above, because the result in recursion theoretic algebra uses the lack of 
bounds on resources in an essential way. Sometimes, one gets the same result in both 
subjects, as is the case that every polynomial time ideal of the free Boolean algebra 
can be extended to a maximal polynomial time ideal, but by a harder resource-bounded 
argument. 
In this paper, we shall study the semilattice of NP subspaces of polynomial time 
representations of a countable, infinite dimensional vector space V, over a finite field 
F. We say semilattice in this case since unlike the situation of r.e. subspaces of V, 
where the set of r.e. subspaces is closed under intersection and under sum which is 
the natural join in the lattice of r.e. subspaces of V,, the set of NPA subspaces of 
our polynomial time representations of V, is closed under intersection but not under 
sum. That is, we shall show that there exist two polynomial time subspaces U and 
W such that U + W is not even recursive much less in NP or P. We investigate 
the lower semilattice of NPA subspaces because vector spaces are well understood 
structures which pervade mathematics and in which all the phenomena of the type 
discussed above occur. Further, the corresponding recursion theoretic algebra is already 
well developed (see [26, 28]), making comparisons easy. This case is a good paradigm 
for investigations of semilattices of NP substructures of more complex structures. Our 
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work here can be viewed as an extension of the study of the lattice of NP sets to 
algebraic structures in the spirit of Homer and Maass [21]. 
The space V, can be coded into the natural numbers N = (0, 1,2,. . .} as a polyno- 
mial time vector space in many ways. We shall think of V, as the set of finitely 
nonzero sequences from F with the operations taken componentwise. We refer to 
el,e2,... as the standard basis of V, where e, is the sequence of length n, (0,. . . , 0,l) 
with n - 1 zeros and 1 denotes the unit of F. We say that the zero vector 0 has height 
0 and that a vector of the form (~1,. . . , a,,), where aj E F for all i and a, # 0 has 
height n. Now the question of whether V, is polynomial time, recursive, etc., depends 
on how we code the sequences (al,. . . , a,). Following [30, 351, we will distinquish two 
specific polynomial time representations of V, which we call the tally and standard 
representations of V,. For a given n E N, let bin(n) denote the binary representation f 
n and t&(n) = 0” denote the tally representation of n. Let Bin(N) = {bin(n) : n E N} 
and T&(N) = {t&(n) : n E N} = {O}*. If F is a field with k elements, there is no 
loss of generality in assuming that the domain of F is the set (0, 1, . . . , k - 1) where 
0 is the zero of F and 1 is the mutiplicative identity of F. Of course, addition and 
multiplication in F can be carried out by a table look up. We then identify each vector 
u E V, with a natural number R(u) as follows: 
R(0) = 0 
Jq(Q,..., a,))=al+a2k+...+a,k”-’ ifa,#O. 
Next we define maps 
(1) 
st : V, + Bin(N) by st(u) = bin(R(u)), (2) 
tul : V, + 21(N) by d(u) = &z@(u)). (3) 
It then follows that if st(Voo) consists of the set U,, = {St(u) : u E Voo} with the 
operations of vector addition +st and scalar multiplication St for each 1 E F induced 
by the corresponding operations from VW, U,, = Bin(N) is a polynomial time subset 
of (0, 1 }* and the operations + St and & are the restrictions to U,, of polynomial 
time functions. Similarly, we let tal( V,) consists of the set Utnl = {taZ(u) : u E Voo} 
with the operations of vector addition +ral and scalar multiplication A,1 for each il E F 
induced by the corresponding operations from V,. Thus Utal = TM(N) is a polynomial 
time subset of (0, l}* and the operations +tal and I,/ are the restrictions to Utlll of 
polynomial time functions. Moreover, it was shown in [35], that both st(V,) and 
tal(Vw) possess polynomial time dependence algorithms. That is, given any set of 
vectors ul,. . .,un in V,, there are polynomial time algorithms which will determine 
whether {st(ul ), . . , st(un)} is dependent in st( V,) and whether { t&(q), . . . , tul(v,)} 
is dependent in taZ( Voo). 
In the lattice of recursively enumerable (r.e.) sets, 6, of the natural numbers N, an 
r.e. set S is simple if N - S is infinite and for any infinite r.e. set W, W n S # 8. An 
r.e. set M is maximal if N -M is infinite and for any r.e. set W 2 M, either N - W or 
W - M is finite. The analogues of these notions in the lattice of NPA sets, BNP”, for 
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any oracle A are the following. Let A be an oracle, then an NPA set S C{O, l}* is NPA- 
simple if (0, 1)’ - S is infinite and for any infinite NPA set W C (0, l}*, W n S # 8. 
An NPA set MC (0, l}* is NPA-maximal if (0, l}* -M is infinite and for any NPA 
set W > M, either (0, l}* - W or W -M is finite. It was shown by Homer and Maass 
[21], that there exists oracles A and B such that NPA # PA and no NPA-simple set 
exists and there exists NPB-simple sets. It follows from a result of Briedbart [5] that 
there are no NPA-maximal sets for any A. 
In the lattice of r.e. subspaces of a recursively presented copy of I’,, Y( V,), an 
r.e. subspace S of V, is simple if the dimension of the quotient space V,,/S is infinite 
and for any infinite dimensional r.e. subspace W of V,, WnS # (0). An r.e. subspace 
M is maximal if the dimension of V,/M is infinite and for any r.e. subspace W 2 M, 
either the dimension of V,/W or the dimension of W/M is finite. An r.e. subspace 
M is supermaximal if the dimension of V,jM is infinite and for any r.e. subspace 
W > M, either V, = W or the dimension of W/M is finite. The NP analogues of 
these notions in st(Voo) and tal(V,) are the following. Let A be an oracle, then an 
NPA subspace S of st( V,) ( tal( V,)) is NPA-simple if the dimension of st( Voo)/S 
(tal( V,)/S ) is infinite and for any infinite NPA subspace W of st(Voo)(tal(V,)), 
W n S # {st(O)} (W n S # {tal(O)}). An NPA subspace M is NPA-maximal if the 
dimension of st( V,)/M (tal( Voo )/M) is infinite and for any NPA subspace W of 
st( V,) ( tal( V,)), either the dimension of st( V, )/W (tal( V, )/W) or the dimension 
of W/M is finite. An NPA subspace M is NPA-supermaximal if the dimension of 
st( V,)/M (tal( V,)/M) is infinite and for any NPA subspace W of st( V,) (tal( V,)), 
either st( V,) = W(tal( V,) = W) or the dimension of W/M is finite. 
There is a slightly weaker notion than the NPx-simple space which we will explore 
in this paper. Note that in the case of simple sets or simple subspaces, we can replace 
the infinite r.e. set W or the infinite dimensional r.e. subspace W by an infinite recursive 
set W or an infinite dimensional recursive subspace. That is, every infinite r.e. set W 
contains an infinite recursive set and every infinite dimensional r.e. subspace V of V, 
contains an infinite dimensional recursive subspace. Thus an r.e. set S is simple iff N-S 
is infinite and for any infinite recursive set W, W n S # 0. Similarly an r.e. subspace S 
of V, is simple iff the dimension of V,/S is infinite and for any infinite dimensional 
recursive subspace W of V,, W n S # (0). Th us we make the following definition. 
Let A be an oracle, then a NPA subspace S of st( VW) (tal( V,)) is PA-simple if the 
dimension of st( V,)/S (tal( Voo)/S) is infinite and for any infinite dimensional PA 
subspace W of st(Voo) (tal(V,)), W n S # {d(O)} (W n S # (tal(0))). It follows 
from [35] that there exists oracles A such that there exists an infinite dimensional NPA 
subspace V of tal(V,) such that V has no infinite dimensional subspace W E PA. 
Thus while a subspace W which is NPA-simple is certainly PA-simple, it is not clear 
that every PA-simple subspace of tal(V,) is NPA-simple. 
In this paper we shall study the semilattice of NPA subspaces of the standard repre- 
sentation of V,, JTNP~ (st( Voo)), and th e semilattice of NPA subspaces of the tally rep- 
resentation of V,, ~Z’~,~(tal( V, )). The main result of this paper is to show that the ex- 
istence of P-simple subspaces and NP-maximal subspaces is oracle dependent for either 
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st( V,) or for taZ( V,). Thus we have an interesting contrast with the set case, namely, 
that there exists oracles A and B such that NPA-maximal subspaces exist in st( V,) 
and @-maximal subspaces exist in ruZ( V,), but there are no NPA-maximal or Np- 
maximal sets. We also show that there are oracles A such that there are no NPA-simple 
subspaces but we do not know if there is an oracle B for which Np-simple exists. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we shall deal with basic defini- 
tions and notations. Then in Section 3, we shall develop a series of results on the 
connnections between subspaces V E _!? NP~(~t( V,)) or subspaces V E SNp~(tuZ( V,)) 
and their bases which lie in PA or NPA. These results are neccessary for the proofs 
of our main results concerning the oracle dependence of the existence of PA-simple 
and NPA-maximal subspaces and are of interest in their own right. Many of the results 
on the connections between subspaces NPA and their bases which lie in PA or NPA 
were proved in [35] but only for tuZ( V,). Thus is Section 3, we develop an analogous 
machinary for st(V,). Finally, in Section 4, we shall prove our main results. We note 
that a number of results of this paper were announced in [30] for tuZ(V,). In [30], 
we claimed that there exists an oracle A for which there is a V E 9m~(ruZ( V, )) 
which is both NPA-simple and NPA-maximal. Our proof of that result contained an 
error and we do not know whether there exists such an oracle A. Instead, in this paper, 
we prove that there exist oracles A and B for which there is a V E 9N,,(tuZ( V, )) 
which is both PA-simple and NPA-maximal and there is a W E _9’NP~(~t(Voo)) which 
is both p-simple and @-maximal. Similarly, there exists oracles C and D such that 
NPC # PC and no NPc-simple, PC-simple, or NPc-maximal”subspaces of ruZ( V,) exist 
and NPc # PD and no Np-simple, PD-simple, or Np-maximal of st( V,) exist. 
2. Preliminaries 
All sets are assumed to be over a fixed alphabet C = (0, 1, . . . , k - I} where k > 1 is 
the size of the underlying finite field F of V,. For x E C*, the length of x is denoted 
by 1x1. If A c C*, then the cardinality of A is denoted by llA[l and the complement 
of A is denoted by 2. A tuZZy set T is any subset of {O}*. We let N denote the 
natural numbers. We let < denote the usual order on C’, i.e. x < y iff 1x1 < Jy( or 
Ibl = IYI d 1 an x exicographically precedes y. 
Our basic computation model is the standard multi-tape Turing machine (TM) ac- 
ceptors and transducers of Hopcroft and Ullman [22]. An oracle machine is a multitape 
Turing machine M with a distinguished work tape, a query tape, and three distinguished 
states: QUERY, YES, and NO. At some step of a computation on an input string w, 
A4 may transfer into the state QUERY. In state QUERY, A4 transfers into the state 
YES if the string currently appearing on the query tape is in an oracle set A; otherwise, 
M transfers into the state NO. In either case, the query tape is instantly erased. The 
set of strings accepted by M relative to the oracle set A is L(M,A) = {oj there is an 
accepting computation of A4 on input w when the oracle set is A}. If A = 4, we write 
L(M) instead of L(A4, 4). 
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A Turing machine A4 is t(n) time bounded for some function t on the natural 
numbers if each computation of M on inputs of size n has length at most t(n). If t 
can be chosen to be a polynomial, then M is polynomial time bounded. We let 
DTIME(t(n)) = {L(M) 1 A4 is deterministic and t(n) time bounded} 
NTIME(t(n)) = {L(M) 1 A4 1s nondeterministic and t(n) time bounded) 
P = U{DTZME(p(n)) 1 p is a polynomial} 
NP = U{NTZME(p(n)) Ip is a polynomial} 
DEXT = u{DTZME(2c”) 1 c > 0} 
NEXT = U{NTZ~I~E(~~“) ( c > 0) 
We fix enumerations {Pi}iEN and {Ni}iEN of the polynomial-time bounded determin- 
istic oracle Turing machines and the polynomial-time bounded nondeterministic oracle 
Turing machines, respectively. We may assume that pi(n) = max(2,n)’ is a strict up- 
per bound on the length of any computation by Pi or Ni with any oracle X on inputs 
of length n. P;’ and NT denote the oracle Turing machines using oracle X and in an 
abuse of notation we shall denote L(Pi,X) by simply e and L(Ni,X) by NT. This 
given, p = {Pf : i E N} and Np = {Nix : i EN}. 
For A, B c Z', we shall write A <LB if there is a polynomial-time function f such 
that for all x E C*,x E A iff f(x) E B. We shall write A<$B if A is polynomial time 
Turing reducible to B. For r equal to m or T, we write A =f’ B if A < :B and B < f’A 
and we write A f?B if not Adf’B and not B<rA. 
We end this section with some basic definitions and notations for vector spaces. Let 
V be either V,, st( V,) or tuZ( V,). We shall abuse notation and let 0 denote the zero 
vector for V,, st( V,), and tul( V,) even though technically the zero vectors of the 
three vector spaces are distinct objects. Then given a subset A of V, we let space(A) 
denote the subspace of V generated by A. Given two subspaces U and W of V, we 
let U + W denote the subspace generated by U U W. We shall write W = U1 @ Uz 
if W, UI and Uz are subspaces of V such that W = UI + U2 and U, f’ Uz = (0). 
We say U is a complementary subspace of W if U $ W = V. Given x E V, we let 
h(x) denote the height of x. We note that if x E st( V,), then in polynomial time 
in 1x1, we can produce the binary representations of the integers al,. . . , a, such that 
x = st((u, , . . . ,a,)) with a, # 0 so that we can find the height of x in polynomial 
time in 1x1. Similarly if x E tuZ(V,), then in polynomial time in 1x1, we can produce 
the tally representations of the integers al,. . . , a, such that x = tuZ( al,. . . , a,)) with 
a, # 0 so that we can find the height of x in polynomial time in /xl. 
3. Subspaces and bases 
In this section, we shall explore the relation between the complexity of a subspace V 
of either st( V,) or tuZ( V,) and the complexity of a basis of that supspace. Note that 
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since the universe of st( V, ) is Bin(N), there is a natural order < on the elements of 
st( VW) inherited from the standard ordering of the natural numbers. Similarly, since the 
universe of tal( V,) is &Z(N), there is a natural order < on the elements of st( V,) 
inherited from the standard ordering of the natural numbers. This given, we can now 
state some very useful definitions for our purposes. Recall that el, e2,. . . is the standard 
basis for V,. Thus R(e,,) = k”-‘. 
Definition 3.1. Let V be a subspace of st( V, ) or tul( V, ). 
1. Call B a height increasing basis of V if B is a basis for V and for all n 2 1, B 
has at most one element of height n. 
2. The standard height increasing basis of V, Br, is defined by declaring that x E Br 
iff x E V and there is no y E V such that y < x and h(y) = h(x). 
3. The standard height increasing complementary basis of V 2 tal( V,), Bv, is 
defined in tal(V,) by declaring that tuZ(e,) E BF iff tal(en) @ V and there is no y E 
V such that h(y) = n. Similarly the standard height increasing complementary basis 
of V 2 st( V,), BF, is defined in st( V,) by declaring that st(e,) E BT iff st(e,) @ V 
and there is no y E V such that h(y) = n. 
4. We call space (BF), the standard complement of V. 
We note that there is a crucial difference between st(Vm) and tal(V,) with 
respect o searchs. That is, the vector of height n with the smallest R value is e,, and 
R(e,) = k”-‘. The vector of height n with the largest R value is (k - l)el + . . . + 
(k - l)e,, and 
N 
R((k- l)el +... + (k - l)e,) = C(k - l)k’-’ = k” - 1. 
i=l 
Thus in tul(V,), given a vector u of height n, we can produce in polynomial time 
in 1~1, a list of all vectors of height n in tal(V,). However, in st(Voo), given a 
vector u of height n, it takes exponential time in Iv1 to produce a list of all vectors 
of height n in st( V,). For this reason, the relation between the complexity of V, Br, 
BF, and space(B7) is very different in tul( V,) than in st(VW). For this reason, we 
shall divide this section into two subsections, one for td( V,) and one for st( V,), 
and discuss the relation between the complexity of bases and subspaces for each case 
separately. 
3.1. Bases and subspaces for tal( VW). 
Nerode and Remmel in [35] studied bases of NP-subspaces of tal( V,) so we start 
by listing a number of results from that paper. 
Theorem 3.2 (Nerode and Remmel [35]). Let V be a subspace of tul(V,). 
(a) If B is a height increasing basis of V, then V <FB. 
(b) Brd;V and Bv<FV. 
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We note that in [35], we constructed a recursive subspace V of tul( V,) such that 
neither Bv <lV nor V <LB” hold so that we cannot replace <F by <tl, in the state- 
ment of Theorem 3.2. 
Theorem 3.3 (Nerode and Remmel [35]). (i) A subspace V of tuZ( V,) is in P ifl V 
has a height increasing basis B in P. 
(ii) Zf V is a subspace of tul( V,) and V E P, then V has a complementary subspace 
W in P. 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that A is a height increasing independent set in NP. Then 
space(A) E NP. 
Proof. Note that if A is a height increasing independent set, then x E space(A) iff 
x E space({yEA: h(y)<h(x)}). Th us x E space(A) iff there are elements b,, . . . , b, of 
height 6 h(x) and Ii,. . . , I, E F such that x = cyz, /Iibi. Moreover, if h(x) = m, then 
k”-‘<IX\<k”- 1 so that each bi must have length bklx]. Thus in nondeterministic 
polynomial time, we can guess Ai,. . . ,&, bl, . . . , b,, and computations which show that 
b, E A and then verify that x = cy=, libi. Thus space(A) is in NP if A E NP. 0 
Theorem 3.5 (Nerode and Remmel [35]). Suppose NPX = Co-NPX and V is a sub- 
space of tuZ( V, ). Then 
(i) V E NPX ij’ V has a height increasing basis in NPX. 
(ii) V E NPX implies V has a complementary subspace W in NPX. 
Proof. By the relativized version of Theorem 3.4, if V has a height increasing basis 
in NPX, then V E NPX. 
Next suppose that V E NPX. Then given x, we can in polynomial time in x produce 
a list of all vectors ~0,. . ., wp~__~ in tuZ(V,) of height at most h(x). Since NPX = 
Co-NPX, there are r and s such that V = NP: and tuZ( V,) - V = NP:. It follows 
that in polynomial time in 1x1, we can guess computations CO, . . . , q+_ 1 such that ci 
shows that Wi E NP: if Ui E V and Ui E NP,X if x $l V. Thus, given an X oracle, 
in polynomial time in 1x1, we can nondeterministically determine the membership of 
all vectors in taZ(V,) of height at most h(x) relative to V. Then x is in Br iff x is 
the least vector of height h(x) in V and x is in B, iff x = taZ(et+)) and no vector 
of height h(x) is in V. Thus both BY and BF are in NPx. Finally, by our argument 
above, space(BP) E NPX since BP E NPX. 0 
Next we will show, the assumption that NP X = Co-NPX also eliminates the possi- 
bility of the existence of NPx-simple and NPx-maximal sets. 
Theorem 3.6. Suppose that NPX = Co-NPX and V is an NPX subspace of tul( V,) 
such that tuZ(V,)/V is infinite dimensional. Then V is not NPx-simple and V is not 
NPx-maximal. 
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Proof. By Theorem 3.5, it follows that space(&) E NP* so that V is not NPX- 
simple. To see that V is not NP* maximal, note that by our argument in Theorem 3.5, 
it follows that for any given x E NPX, we can nondeterministically from an X oracle 
find a list of all elements ui < . . . < us of height <h(x) which are in Br and a list of 
all elements vi < . . . < ut of height <h(x) which are in BP Thus we can form a new 
NPX height increasing independent set where x E C iff x = Ui for some ids or x = U2k 
for some 2k d t. It is then easy to see that both tal( VW/space(C)) and space(C)/V are 
infinite dimensional. It also follows from Theorem 3.5 that space(C) E NPX so that C 
witnesses that V is not NPx-maximal. q 
Since Baker, Gill and Solovay [2] produced recursive oracles X such that NPX # PX 
but NPX = Co-NPX, we have the following. 
Theorem 3.7. There exists a recursive oracle A such that NPA # PA and there are 
no NPA-simple or NPA-maximal subspaces of tal( Vm). 
We note that the construction of Theorem 3.6 does not construct a Px-subspace W 
such that W n V = (0) since it is a priori possible that space(B;) does not contain 
an infinite dimensional subspace in P x. Thus we do not automatically rule out the 
possibility of the existence of Px-simple subspaces of tal(Voo) with the assumption 
that NPX = Co-NPX. We shall see a bit later that there exist oracles A such that no 
NPA-simple, PA-simple, or NPA-maximal subspaces exists in tal(V,). However we 
first need to state a few more results from [35]. 
Theorem 3.8 (Neorde and Remmel [35]). Let V be a recursively enumerable injnite 
dimensional subspace of tal( V,). Then the following are equivalent. 
1. V has a basis C in P, 
2. V contains an injmite dimensional subspace W in P, 
3. V contains an in&rite height increasing independent subset S in P. 
Our next result will show that if V has an infinite height increasing independent 
subset in P, then V is not P-simple or NP-simple. 
Theorem 3.9. Let V be a recursive subspace of tal( Voo) such that V contains an 
infinite height increasing independent set C in P. Then if the dimension of tal( V,)/V 
is injnite, there is an infinite height increasing independent set D in P such that 
V n space(D) = (0). 
Proof. Note that Bv is recursive. Let bo, bl,. . . be a list of the elements of BF such 
that h(bo)-=zh(bl)<.s. . Let f be a recursive function such that f (0”) = b,. Similarly, 
let CO, cl,. . . be a list of elements of C such that h(co) < h(cl) < . . . . Then let d, = 
b, +fa~ c,.(S) where 
r(s) = 1 + 2 h(bi) + the number of steps to compute f(O), . . . , f(s). 
i=O 
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Then we claim that D = {do, d 1,. . .} is our required height increasing independent set. 
First observe that by our definition of T(S), Y(S) > h(b,) so that h(d,) = h(c,(,,). Also 
it is clear that r(0) < r(1) < ... so that h(d9) < h(dl) < .. . Thus D is a height 
increasing basis. Moreover, it is easy to see that D is independent over V. Thus we 
need only show that D is p-time. To decide whether a given x E tal( V,) is in D, we 
first compute which elements y with h(y) <h(x) are in C. Now C is a p-time set so 
that for all z we can determine whether z E C in rnax(2,I~l)~ steps for some fixed m. 
Moreover, if h(x) = n, then x = OIX1 where k”-’ < 1x1 <k” - 1 so that it requires at 
most 2” + 2” + ~~=~‘j” 6 CT!!r’j” < ((klxl + 1)“)2 = (klx( + 1)2m steps to find the 
elements of C of height less than or equal to h(x). If no element of height h(x) is in 
C, then clearly x g D. If there is an element of height h(x) in C, then in polynomial 
time in Ix], we can find Y such that h(c,) = h(x). At this point, we start to compute the 
sequence of elements f(O), f( 1 ), . . in order for r steps. Suppose that at the end of r 
steps, we have successfully computed f(O), . . . , f(t). Note that if we are not successful 
in computing f(0) by the end of r steps, then x $ D. Otherwise, see if there is some 
s < t such that 
r=l+k ( .) h b, + the number of steps to compute f(O), . . . , f(s). 
i=O 
If there is no such s, then x .$ D and if there is such an s, then x E D iff x = f(~)+~~lc,. 
It follows that we can decide if x E D in polynomial time in 1x1 so that D is a p-time 
height increasing independent set which is independent over V. q 
Corollary 3.10. Let V E NP be a subspace of tal( V,) such that V contains an injnite 
height increasing independent set C in P. Then V is not NP-simple or P-simple. 
Proof. We may assume that V is co-infinite dimensional since otherwise V cannot 
be NPA-simple or PA-simple. We can thus use the proof of Theorem 3.9 to construct 
a p-time infinite height increasing independent set D such that D is independent over 
V. It follows by Theorem 3.3, that space(D) is a p-time subspace of tul(V,). 
Since D is independent over V, space(D) n V = (0) so that V is not NP-simple or 
P-simple. 0 
To prove that there exists a recursive oracle B such that NPs # PB and yet no 
Np-maximal, Np-simple, or PB-simple subspaces exist, we need a result from [35]. 
Theorem 3.11 (Nerode and Remmel [35]). There is a recursive oracle B such that 
PB # NPs and such that every injinite set X which is p-time Turing reducible to a 
set Y in Np contains an infinite subset in PB. 
Theorem 3.12. There is a recursive oracle B such that PB # NPs and no Np- 
maximal, NPB-simple, or PB-simple subspaces of tal(V,) exist. 
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Proof. Let B be the recursive oracle of Theorem 3.11. Let V be an NPs subspace 
of &(I’,) such that the dimension of tul(V,)/V is infinite. By Theorem 3.2, BT is 
p-time Turing reducible to V so that Bv contains an infinite subset E in p. Thus E is 
an infinite height increasing independent set in PB so that by Theorem 3.2, space(E) 
is an infinite dimensional suspace in PB. Clearly, space(E) f’ V = (0) so that space(E) 
witnesses that V is not PB-simple or w-simple. Morever, since we can test whether 
tul(el ), . . . , tul(e,) are in E in polynomial time in Ital(e the set Ez = {tuE(e,) E E : 
curd(E fl {tul(el), . . . , tul(e,)}) is even} is also a p-time height increasing independent 
set. We claim that W = spuce(V U E2) is a subspace of tul(V,) which witnesses 
that V is not Np-maximal. Note that BY u E2 is a height increasing basis for W and 
that E - E2 C BF. Thus W 2 V and the dimensions of both tul( V,)/W and W/V are 
infinite. Because Bv U E2 is a height increasing basis for W, it follows that x E W iff 
there exists a b E V and an e E spuce(E2) such that x = b +tal e and h(b),h(e)<h(x). 
Thus given a B-oracle, we can nondeterministically guess b and e of length <k(x] 
and the computation which shows that b E V, and then verify in polynomial time that 
x = b stal e and e E spuce(E2). Thus W E NPB and hence V is not Np-maximal. 0 
We note that in light of Theorem 3.8, it also follows that for the oracle B of Theorem 
3.11, every NPs subspace V of tul(V,) has a basis in p. We note that in [35], we 
proved that there exists a recursive oracle A such that there exists an NPA subspace 
of tul( V,) which had no basis in P ‘. Also in [35], we constructed exponential time 
subspaces of tul(V,) which have no basis in P. 
3.2. Bases and subspuce of st( V, ) 
It will be convient to use an alternative representation of st( V,). That is, if the 
underlying field F has k elements, then given an element of x E Bin(N) - {0}, we can 
compute its k-ary expansion x = as + al . k + . . . + u,k” where 0 < ai <k - 1 for all i 
and a, # 0 in polynomial time (xl. Thus we can define a polynomial time isomorphism 
from Y which maps Bin(N) onto STk = {O}u{O,...,k-l}*{l,...,k-1) by Y(0) = 0 
and for x E Bin(N) - {0}, Y(x) = a~. . . ak where x = us + al . k + . . . + u,k”. We 
can then use Y to induce operations of sum +srk and scalar multiplication for each 
A E F, &Tk, from the operations +st and A,, on st( V,) to turn STk into a vector space 
isomorphic to V,. Thus we shall implicity identify st( V,) with the polynomial time 
structure @Tk, +STk , oSTk, . . . , (k - 1)s~~ ). The main advantage of this identification is 
that we will now have the property that for a nonzero x in st( V,), the length of x 
will equal the height x. 
As pointed out in the introduction to this section, there is a significant difference 
between st(Vm) and taZ( V,) with regard to searchs. Indeed many of the proofs of 
the propositions and theorems in the previous subsection relied on the fact that given 
an x E tuZ( V,), we could produce a list of all elements tul( V,) of height <h(x) in 
polynomial time in 1x1. This is no longer the case in st( V,). That is, if x E tul(V,) 
and h(x) = n, then k”-’ < 1x1 <k” - 1 while if x E st( V,), then h(x) = (xl so that there 
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are ki’l - 1 elements of height less than or equal to h(x) in st( V, ). Thus in sz( V, ), 
we cannot find all the elements of height less than or equal to h(x) in a p-time height 
increasing set S in polynomial time 1x1. However, there is a special class of p-time 
independent sets of st( V, ), which we call strongly p-time independent sets, which 
do have most of the useful properties possessed by p-time height increasing bases of 
taZ( v, ). 
Definition 3.13. An independent set B 2 st( V,) is called strongly p-time if 
(i) B is a p-time set, 
(ii) B is height increasing, and 
(iii) If B = {bo,bl,... } where h(bs) < h(bt ) < . . ., then there is a polynomial time 
function f such that for all n > 0 
(iiia) f( 1” ) = bk if h(bk ) = n and B has an element of height n, and 
(iiib) f( 1”) = 8 if B has no element of height n. 
We note that condition (iii) allows us to find, for any x E st(Voo), all elements of 
b of height <h(x) in polynomial time in 1x1. That is, given x E st(Vm), h(x) = 1x1 
and we can compute f( 1 ), f( 12) ,...,f(l@)) in polynomial time 1x1. Then {b : b E 
BAh(b)<h(x)} = {f(l”): nbj~j Af(1”) # 8). A s noted above, any p-time height 
increasing independent set B in tal( V, ) also has the property that, for any x, we 
can find all elements of B of height <h(x) in polynomial time in 1x1. Thus condition 
(iii) is specifically designed to give us this property which holds for all p-time height 
increasing bases in taZ( V,) automatically. It is easy to see that our standard basis 
{el,ez,es, . . .} of st( V,) is strongly p-time. 
Our next proposition lists several basic properties of subspaces generated by subsets 
of a strongly p-time basis. 
Theorem 3.14. Let B be a strongly p-time basis of st( V,) and suppose that SC B. 
Then 
(i) S E P ifSspace E P. 
(ii) S E NP @space(S) E NP. 
(iii) S E Co-NP ifs space(S) E Co-NP. 
(iv) S =F space(S). 
Proof. Since S = space(S)nB, it follows that S d$pace(S) and S is in P(NP, Co-M’) 
if space(S) is in P(NP,Co-NP). 
Let f be the p-time function such that f( 1”) = b,, where b, is the element of 
height n in B. Then, given an x E st( Voo) of height n, we can compute f( 1) = 
b,,... ,f(l”) = b, and test bl,... , b, for membership in S, all in time polynomial in 
1x1. Thus in polynomial time in 1x1, we can find {St,. . . ,Sk}, where {b,,, . . . ,b,,} = 
{y E S: h(y)<@)}. M oreover, 
x = c.!, Aibi for some 11 
the fact that B is a height increasing basis means that 
I- , . , AIxI in F. Now, suppose that 1x1 = n, then we can write 
X=x1” .x, where all xi E F and and each bi = bi,l . . bi,n where bi,j E F. Then we 
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can solve the matrix equation over F 
BY =X, 
where B = (bi,j), Y is a CO~UIIIII vector of unknowns, and X is a column vector 
(Xl,..., xn) in polynomial time in n = In/. Thus in polynomial time in 1x1, we can find 
A,..., & such that x = x2, Aibi. This given, 
X E space(S) iff {i : li # 0) C{Si,. . . ,Sk}. 
It then easily follows that space(S) <TS and space(S) is in P (NP,Co-NP) if S is in 
P (NP,Co-NP). q 
Our next result is a weak analogue for st( V, ) of Theorem 3.3. 
Theorem 3.15. Let V be a subspace of st(Voo) with strongly p-time basis R. The 
R U Bf is a strongly p-time basis for st(Voo) and both V and space(Bg) are in P. 
Proof. Let f be the p-time function such that 
1. f (1”) = 0 if R has no element of height n, and 
2. f( 1”) = r,, where r, is the unique element of height n in R otherwise. 
Recall that (BB)=(~, : V has no element of height a}. Thus (B~)={e,\f(l”)=0}, 
from which it follows easily that (Bf) E P. Hence RU(Br) is a height increasing basis 
of st(V,) in P. Next, define g : (0, I)* -+ st(VW) by 
1. g(x) = f(x) if x 4 {l}*, 
2. g(n) = f(x) if x E {l}* and f(x) # 0, 
3. g(x) = st(epl) otherwise. 
Then, clearly, g is a p-time function such that for all n, g(l”) is an element of 
height n in R U (Bq). Thus R U (I?,) is a strongly p-time basis for st(VW). It now 
follows from Proposition 3.14 that V and space(Bp) are in P since they are generated 
by p-time subsets of a strongly p-time basis of st( V,). 0 
Our next theorem shows that no extra condition on height increasing basis, such as 
condition (iii), is required to generate subspaces of st( V,) in NP. 
Theorem 3.16. Let B be a height increasing independent set of st(Voo) which is in 
NP. Then space(B) is in NP. 
Proof. The key property that a height increasing basis has is that if x E space(B), 
then x E space( {b E B : h(b) <h(x)}). That is, x must be generated by the elements 
of height d h(x) in B if x E space(B). Thus to see that space(B) E NP, we simply 
guess the elements of B of height d h(x), say {bl, . . . , bk} = {b E B : h(b) 6 h(x)}, 
where h(bl ) c . . . < h(bk). Now, for all nonzero y E st( V,), h(y) = IyI SO lbil < 1x1 
for all i and k < 1x1. Then we perform a nondeterministic polynomial time computation 
to check if bl, . , . , bk are all in B. Finally, we use our polynomial time dependence 
algorithm to check whether x E space({b ],. . . ,bk)). Thus space(B) is in NP. q 
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Theorem 3.17. Suppose NPX = Co-NPx and V is a subspace of st( V, ). Then 
(i) V E NPX ifs V has a height increasing basis in NPX. 
(ii) V E NPX . tmplies V has a complementary subspace W in NPX. 
Proof. By the relativized version of Theorem 3.16, if V has a height increasing basis 
in NPx, then V E NPX. 
Next suppose that V E NPX. Thus st( V, ) - V is in Co-NPX and hence is in NPX. 
It is easy to see H(V) = {st(e,) : 3x E V and h(x) = n} is also in NPx. Note that 
B = {st(e,) : n 3 1) is a strongly p-time basis for st( V,). Moreover, is easy to see that 
Bv = B - H(V) is in Co-NPX and hence is in NPX. Thus by the relativized version 
of Theorem 3.16, space(B7) is in NPX. Note also that st( V,) - Br is the union of 
the NPX sets {x E st( V,) : x E V and 3y(Iyl = 1x1,~ E V,y < x} and st(V,) - V so 
that By is in Co-NPX and hence is in NP*. Thus Br E NPX so that V has a height 
increasing basis in NPX. 0 
Next we will show that the assumption NPX = Co-NPX also eliminates the possi- 
bility of the existence of NPx-simple and NPx-maximal sets in st( V,)/V. 
Theorem 3.18. Suppose that NPX = Co-NPX and V is an NPX subspace of st( VW) 
such that st( V,)/V is infinite dimensional. Then V is not NPx-simple and V is not 
NPx-maximal. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.17, it follows that space(B7) E NPX so that V is not NPX- 
simple. To see that V is not NPx-maximal, note that by our argument in Theorem 
3.17, it follows that for any given x E st( V,), we can nondeterministically find, from 
an X oracle, a list of all elements ~1 < . . < u, of height d h(x) which are in BV and 
a list of all elements u1 < . . . < ut of height less than or equal to h(x) which are in B, 
since both Bv and B-t; are in NPX. Thus we can form a new NPX height increasing 
indepenedent set where x E C iff x = Ui for some i <s or x = a2k for some 2k < t. It is 
then easy to see that both st(V,/space(C)) and space(C)/V are infinite dimensional. 
It also follows from Theorem 3.4 that space(C) E NPX so that C witnesses that V is 
not NPx-maximal. 0 
We note that Baker et al. [2] produced recursive oracles X such that NPX # Px but 
NPX = Co-NPX. Thus we have the following. 
Theorem 3.19. There exists a recursive oracle A such that NPA # PA and there are 
no NPA-simple or NPA-maximal subspaces of st( Vm). 
The result of our next theorem is analogue of Theorem 3.9 for st(Voo). 
Theorem 3.20. Let V be a recursive co-infinite dimensional subspace of st( V,) such 
that V contains an infinite strongly p-time height increasing independent set C. Then 
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there is an injnite strongly p-time height increasing independent set D such that 
V n space(D) = (0). 
Proof. Note that B7 is recursive. Let ba,bi,. . . be a list of elements of Bv such that 
h(bo) < h(bl) < . . . . Let f be a recursive function such that f (On) = b,. Let g be a p- 
time function such that g( 1”) = 0 if C has no element of height n and g( 1”) E C be the 
unique element of C of height n if C has an element of height n. Let C = {co, cl,. . .} 
where h(cO) < h(q ) < . . e . Then let d, = b, +st c,.(~) where 
s 
r(s) = 1 + c h(bi) + the number 
i=O 
Then we claim that D = {do, dl, . . .} is 
of steps to compute f (0), . . . , f (s). 
our required height increasing independent set. 
First observe that by our definition of Y(S), r(s) > h(b,) so that h(d,) = h(c,(,)). Also 
it is clear that r(0) < r(1) < .. . so that h(do) < h(dl) < ... . Thus D is a height 
increasing basis. Moreover, it is easy to see that D is independent over I’. Thus we 
need only show that D is strongly p-time. To this end, we construct a p-time function 
t as follows. If x # 1” for some n, then define t(x) = 0. If x = l”, we first compute 
which elements y with h(y) < n are in C. This requires us to compute g( 1 ), . . . , g( 1”) 
which we can compute in polynomial time in 1x1. If no element of height n is in C, 
then clearly no element of height n is in D so we define t(x) = 0. If there is an 
element of height n in C, then in polynomial time in 1x1, we can find Y such that 
c, = g( 1”). At this point, we start to compute the sequence of elements f (0), f (1). . . 
in order for r steps. Suppose that at the end of Y steps, we have successfully computed 
f (0), . . . , f (t). Note that if we are not successful in computing f (0) by the end of Y 
steps, then no element of height n is in D so we let t(x) = 0. Otherwise, see if there 
is some s < t such that 
r=l+C (i) h b + the number of steps to compute f (0), . . . , f (s). 
i=O 
If there is no such s, then again no element of height n is in D so we let t(x) = 8. 
If there is such an s, then we set t(x) = f(s) + Sl cr E D. It follows that t is a p-time 
function which witnesses that D is a strongly p-time height increasing independent set 
which is independent over V. Cl 
Corollary 3.21. Let V be an NP co-infinite dimensional subspace of st( V,) such that 
V contains an injinite strongly p-time height increasing independent set C. Then V 
is not NP-simple or P-simple. 
Proof. Use the proof of Theorem 3.20 to construct a strongly p-time infinite height 
increasing independent set D such that D is independent over V. It follows by Theorem 
3.14, that space(D) is a p-time subspace of (V,). Since D is independent over V, 
space(D) n V = (0) so that V is not NP-simple or P-simple. 0 
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Theorem 3.22. There is a recursive oracle B such that PB#Np and no Np-maximal, 
Np-simple, or p-simple subspaces of st(Vm) exist. 
Proof. Let B be the recursive oracle of Theorem 3.11. Let V be an Np subspace 
of st( Voo) such that the dimension of st(V,)/V is infinite. Note that the set S = 
{st(e,) : 3y(lyl = n A y E V)} is NPa and th e set B = {st(e,) : n2 1) is in P so that 
BF = {st(e,) : dy(lyl = n A y E V)} = B - S is p-time Turing reducible to S E Np. 
Hence BF contains infinite PB subset E. Clearly, E is an infinite height increasing 
independent set and we can determine if st(e,) E E in p-time in Ist(e,)l = n. Thus we 
can define a polynomial time function f such that f(x) = 0 if x # l”, f( 1”) = st(e,) 
if st(e,) E E, and f( 1”) = 0 otherwise. Then f witnesses the fact that E is a strongly 
p-time independent set. It follows from Theorem 3.2, space(E) is a subspace in P’. 
Clearly, space(E)rl V = (0) so that space(E) witnesses that V is not PB-simple or Np- 
simple. Morever, since we can test whether st(el), . . . ,st(e,) are in E in polynomial 
time in ]e,l, the set El = {st(e,) E E : card(E n {st(el), . . . ,st(e,)}) is even} is also 
a p-time height increasing independent set. We claim that W = space( V U E2) is a 
subspace of st( V,) which witnesses that V is not Np-maximal. Note that Br U E2 is 
a height increasing basis for W and that E - E2 C_ BE. Thus W 2 V and the dimensions 
of both tal( V, )/W and W/V are infinite. Because Br U E2 is a height increasing basis 
for W, it follows that x E W iff there exist b E V and e E space(E2) such that x = b+,,e 
and h(b),h(e)< h(x). Thus given a B-oracle, we can nondeterministically guess b and 
e of length Q 1x1 and a computation which shows that b E V, and then verify in 
polynomial time that x = b +st e and e E space(E2). Thus W E NPB and hence V is 
not NF-maximal. 0 
Our next result is a weak analogue of Theorem 4.4 of [35] for st( V,). 
Theorem 3.23. Let V be an r.e. infinite dimensional subspace of st( V,). Suppose 
that there exists an infinite strongly p-time independent subset I G V. Then V has a 
basis in P. 
Proof. Let B = {bo < bl < . . .} where h(bo) < h(bl ) < . . . . Let f be a p-time function 
such that 
1. f(1”) = 0 if B has no element of height n and 
2. f(1”) = b;” where bin is the unique element of height n in B otherwise. 
Note that for any x E st(Voo), 1x1 = h( x ) so that we can find all elements bi,, . . . , bi, 
of B of height <h(x) in polynomial time in 1x1. That is, we can compute f( 1 ), . . . , 
f( 11’1) in q( 1x1) steps for some fixed polynomial q and { bi,, . . . , bik } = {f( li) : 
j< 1x1 A f(l’) # S}. Every r.e. subspace of V, has a recursive basis [ 161. So let 
X = {XrJ < xi < x2,... } be a recursive basis for V. Let st( V,) = {ug -C 02 < 
212 < . . .}. Intuitively we would like to define a basis I for V inductively in stages. 
At stage 0, we would like to add bi, and bi, + x0 to I for an is so 
large that 
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0) Wi,) > 4x0). 
(ii) We have enough time so that if we run Jbi, I- n steps of the Turing machine M 
which computes the characteristic function of X on v, for n = 0, 1,. . . , lb, 1, then M 
has converged on all y E I’, with y < ~0. Then at stage 1, we would like to pick il 
large enough SO that if we run A4 for Ibi, 1 - n steps on u,, for n = 0,. . . , Ibi, 1, then M 
has converged on all y E I’, with y < ni and h(bi, ) > h(&) + h(xo) + h(xi). Then 
if X1 $ ({bi,,bi, +X0})*, we can add bi, and bi, +x1 to Z. Continuing in this way 
we can use the strongly p-time independent set B to modify the basis X to produce a 
polynomial time basis for V. 
More formally, to decide if x E I, proceed as follows. Let h(x) = n and run 1x1 - i 
steps of M on Vi for i = 0,. . . , 1x1. Let z. be the largest z < 1x1 such that M converges 
on uY for all y dz and let x0,. . . , x, be the elements of X in { uy 1 y <zs}. This takes 
(‘y ) steps and hence is polynomial in 1x1. Also let bo,. . .,b, be the elements of B of 
height less than or equal to 1x1. Again we can find these in polynomial time in 1x1. 
Now, if h(b,) # n, so that B has no elements of height n, then x $2 Z. Otherwise, 
proceed inductively to define a sequence io, il,. . . , it and an increasing sequence of sets 
Z,~Z, 5.a. C Zt as follows. 
Let io be the least i< p such that if x0 = vr,,, then for all q d ro, A4 converges on 
Z+ in less than lbil - q steps and h(bi) > I. Set IO = {bio, bi, +x0). 
Suppose that io, il, . . . , is and Z, have been defined. Let is+1 be the least i ,<m such 
that if a,+1 = ,w(a<p AX, 6 (I$)*) and xa,+, = vr, then for all q <r, M converges on 
t+ in less than lbil - q steps, h(bi) > h(z) for all z E Z,, and h(bi) > h(~~,~+,). Set 
Z S+I = A U {bi,v+,,bis+, +xa,+,}. 
Finally, let e be the least integer <m such that it+1 is not defined. It is easy to 
see that we can compute this sequence in polynomial time in Ix/. Then we put x 
into B iff x E I/. It is easy to see that for each s, our choice of Is+, ensures that 
{&+, ,bi,+, + G+~ 1 is independent over Z,. Thus it is easy to prove by induction that 
Z, is an independent set and that {xc,. . , xs} C space(Z,). Thus the above procedure 
defines a polynomial time set Z = U, Z, such that Z C I’. But as X c space(Z) and I is 
independent, it follows that I is a polynomial time basis for V. 0 
Our next result shows that if a subspace V of st(Vm) has p-time basis, then the 
Turing degree of I’ is only limited by the fact that it must be the Turing degree of an 
r.e. set. 
Theorem 3.24. Given any r.e. Turing degrees 6, there exists an r.e. subspace V of 
st( VW) such that V has degree 6 and V has a basis in P. 
Proof. Let B1 = {st(ez,) : n > 1). Clearly, B1 is a strongly p-time independent set. 
Then for any given r.e. degree 6, let Ba be an infinite r.e. subset of {st(ezn+i) : n 20) 
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of degree 6. It is easy to see that the Turing degree of V6 = space(B1 U BJ) is 6. By 
Theorem 3.23, Vd has a basis in P, since V, contains BI. 0 
Next we show that it is not true that every r.e. subspace of st( V,) has a basis in P. 
Theorem 3.25. There is a subspace V of st( V,) such that V E DEXT and V has no 
basis in P. 
Proof. Let Pa, PI,. . . . be our effective list of all polynomial time subsets of (0,. . . , k - 
I}* and recall that pi(n) = max(2,n)’ is a strict upper bound on the length of any 
computation of Pi started on inputs of length IZ. Note that for n 2 22’, we have 2” 2 ni + 1 
for all n. 
We construct a set E &{st(e,) : n 3 1) in stages so that V = space(E) is our desired 
subspace. Let E, denote those elements of E put into E by the end of stage n. At any 
given stage n of our construction, we will ensure that E,, - ,!?,_.I G{st(en)} so that at 
stage n our basic decision is whether or not to add st(e,) to E. By a proof which is 
similar to Theorem 3.14, it is easy to show I’ EDEXT if E E DEXT. We shall construct 
an infinite E to meet the following set of requirements: 
R, : Either P, is not an infinite independent set C st( V,) or there is an x E P, such 
that h(x) = n and st(e,) @ E. 
Note that if st(e,) $?! E, then space(E) has no elements of height n, so that meeting 
requirement R, will ensure that P, is not a basis for space(E). 
Our strategy for meeting a single requirement R, is as follows. At stage n, we will 
search all the elements of (0,. . . , k - 1)’ of length <n and find all elements of P, of 
length <n. Say { ~0,. . . , pk} = {x E P, : 1x1 <n}. There are four cases. 
Case 1: For some i, pi 6 st( V,). 
Case 2: { ~0,. . . , pk} are dependent. 
Case 3: 3i!lm<n(h(pi) = m) and st(e,) $ En-l. 
Case 4: Not case I, 2 or 3. 
If cases 1, 2 occur or case 3 occurs for some m < n, then we will have automatically 
ensured that requirement R, is met so we do not have to take any action at stage n 
to meet requirement R,. Otherwise if case 3 holds so that there is a pi E P,,, with 
h(pi) = n, then we simply want to ensure that st(e,) $Z E, for this we will ensure that 
requirement R, is met. If Case 4 occurs, then we want to put st(e,,) E E. Our idea in 
this case is that if P, were a basis of space(E), then since st(e,) $ space({x E P, : 
h(x) < n}), it must be the case the linear combination of elements of P, which equals 
st(e,) must involve some element x E P, such that h(x) > n. Thus, there will be some 
later stage at which we will be in case 3 for R,. Now, if there is an m < n such that 
either case 1 or case 2 holds at stage m, then P, will not be an independent subset of 
st( V,) so that we will say requirement R, is cancelled at stage n - 1. If there is an 
m < n such that case 3 holds and st(e,) $! E,_l and for some pi E Pe+_l, h(pi) = m, 
then we will say R, is satisfied at stage n - 1. Otherwise, if there is an m < n such 
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that case 4 holds at stage m and st(e,) E E, and st(e,) $ space({x E P, : h(x) <n - l}), 
then we require R, to be active at stage n - 1. If R, is neither cancelled, satisfied, nor 
active at stage n - 1, then we say R, is inactive at stage n - 1. 
Construction of E. 
Stage 0: Let EO = 0. 
Stage n > 0: Suppose E,,_l = {st(ei, ), . . . ,st(ec)}, where 1 < ii < . . . < ik < n. For 
cache suchthat22e<n, findP,fl{xE{O,...,k-l}*: Ixl<n}=P,,,. 
Since there are <k”+’ - 1 elements of (0,. . . ,k - 1)’ of length bn and max(2,n)’ 
< 2” for all such e, it takes at most k”‘+’ steps to find all such P,,,. Note that the 
dimension of {x E st( V,) : h(x) Gn}) is n, so that there are at most n independent 
elements in P,,n for any such e. Thus if P,,, g st( V,) or card (P,,,) > n, then P, is 
not an independent subset of st( V,) so that requirement R, is automatically satisfied 
at stage n. Next use the polynomial time dependence algorithm for st( VW) to compute 
whether the remaining P,,, are independent and the dependence of st(ej) on P,,, for 
each j 6 n. Note that for all remaining e, card (P,, ,) <n and x E P,,, implies 1x1 <n 
so that Mej)I + CxEpe,. 1x1 <n2 + n. Since computing the dependence algorithm is 
polynomial time in the sum of the lengths of the elements of the set, it is easy to see 
that for some fixed polynomial q, we can compute all such dependencies in q(n) steps. 
Thus for some polynomial p, we can compute for each e with 22e <n, whether R, is 
cancelled, satisfied, active, or inactive at stage n - 1 and whether st(e,) E space(P,,.) 
in k2n+1 + p(n) steps given E,_l. 
Now look for the least requirement R, such that 22e <n and R, is not cancelled or 
satisfied at stage n - 1 and P,,, has an element of height n. If there is no such e, then 
set E,, = E,_l U {st(e,)}. In this case, all requirements R, with 2’ <n will either be 
cancelled, satisfied, or active at stage n. If there is such an e, let e(n) be the least such 
e. Then if for some i < e(n), Ri is inactive at stage n - 1, let E,, = En_1 U {st(e,)}. 
If there is no such i, then set E,, = E,_I. 
This completes the construction of E. We now prove three lemmas which will show 
that E has the desired properties. 
Lemma 3.26. E E DEXT. 
Proof. Note that once we have computed for each e with 22e <n, whether R, is sat- 
isfied, active, or inactive at stage n - 1 and whether st(e,) E spuce(P,,.), the rest of 
our construction at stage n takes at most r(n) steps for some fixed polynomial r. Thus 
stage n of our construction takes at most nk2”+l + p(n) + r(n) steps for any n given 
E,_l. Of course to decide if st(e,) E E, we must recompute stages 0, 1,2,. . . , n - 1 to 
find E,,_I so that to decide if st(e,) E E requires C;=o(jk2k” + p(j) + r(j))< 2’” 
steps for some constant c. Thus E E DEXT and V = space(E) E DEXT. q 
Lemma 3.27. For each ea 0, either P, is jinite or there is a stage n at which R, is 
sutis$ed or cancelled at stage n. 
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Proof. We proceed by induction on e. Suppose for all i < e either Pi is finite or Ri 
is satisfied or cancelled at some stage s. Note that once a requirement Ri is satisfied 
or cancelled at stage s, it will be satisfied or cancelled at all stages t>s. Thus, there 
is a stage n so large that for all i < e, either Ri is satisfied or cancelled at stage n 
or x E Pi implies h(x) = 1x1 < n. We may assume that P, is an infinite independent 
set of st( V, ) since otherwise P, is finite or P, not an independent subset of st( V, ) 
and hence R, will be eventually be cancelled at some stage s. So let s > n be a 
stage such that there is an x E P, with 1x1 = s. Then at stage s, either R, is satisfied 
or cancelled at stage s - 1 or R, is the least requirement which is not satisfied or 
cancelled at stage s - 1 such that 3x E P,(lxl = n) and hence e(s) = e. Now if 
there is a j < e such that Rj is inactive at stage s - 1, then by our choice of s > 
n, it must be the case that st(eS) 6 space(Pj). Then we will put st(eS) into E and 
st(eS) will witness that Rj is active at stage t for all t 2 s. Then consider a stage 
si > s such that 3x E P,((x( = ~1). Then either R, is satisfied or cancelled at stage 
si - 1 or once again we will have e(si) = e. But in the latter case, we will be 
guaranteed that for all j < e, Rj is satisfied, cancelled, or active at stage si - 1 
so that our construction ensures st(e,, ) $ E and R, is satisfied at stage sl. Thus 
in any case, either P, is finite or there is a stage at which R, becomes satisfied or 
cancelled. 0 
Lemma 3.28. E is infinite. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that E = {.G(ei,, ) . . . , st(ei, )} for some io < . . . < ik. 
Then for some k, Pk = E. Then let n be a stage large enough so that for all j <k either 
Rj is satisfied or cancelled at stage n or Pj is finite and x E Pj implies h(x) = 1x1 < n. 
Then consider stage n + 1. If e(n + 1) is defined at stage n + 1, then it must be 
that e(n + 1) > k. If Rk is not active at stage n, then our construction would ensure 
st(e,+l) E E contradicting the fact that E = Pk. If Rk is active at stage n, then there must 
be some st(ej) E En such that st(ej) @ space(Pk,,) = space(Pk). Thus in either case, 
our construction would ensure Pk # E. Thus E is infinite. So the lemma is proven. 0 
Thus space(E) is an infinite dimensional space in DEXT which has no p-time 
basis. 0 
4. Properties of NPx-subspaces 
In this section we shall study various properties of the lower semilattice of NPX- 
subspaces of tul(V,) and st(Voo) for various oracles X. Our first result shows that 
in contrast to the collection of r.e. subspaces which is closed under both intersection 
(n) and sum (+) and hence forms a lattice, the collection of NPx-subspaces of either 
tul( V, ) and st( V, ) is only closed under intersection and hence only forms a lower 
semilattice. 
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Theorem 4.1. There exist two polynomial time subspaces W and V of tal(V,) 
(st(V,)) such that W f~ V = (0) and W + V is not recursive. 
Proof. The proof that we present below works equally well for both tal( V,) and 
st( V,). Thus we shall write a generic proof where V, may be interpreted as either 
taZ( V,) or st(Voo) and the standard basis ei,ez,. . . may be interpreted as either the 
standard basis taZ(el), taZ(ez), . . . of tal( V,) or the standard basis st(el ), st(ez), . . . of 
st( V,) as appropriate. 
By a result of Metakides and Nerode [Xl, a subspace V of V, is recursive iff V 
is r.e. and V has an r.e. complementary space. It is easy to see that we can form an 
effective list (As, Bo), (A 1, BI ), . . . of all pairs of r.e. subspaces Wi and Wj of V, such 
that Wi fl Wj = (0). That is, if Wo, WI,. . . is an effective list of all r.e. subspaces of 
V, and W!’ denotes the set of elements enumerated into Wi after n steps, then (Ai,Bi) 
is the pair of r.e. subspaces given by letting (Ai,Bi) be (wk, WI) iff i = (k, 1) and 
wk II Wl = (0) or letting (Ai,Bi) be (space( W,“),space( W;)) where n is the least m 
such that space( Wr+’ ) n space( W;l” ) # (0) if w, n WI # (0). 
Given the list (Ao, Bs), (Ai ,Bi ), . . . , we shall construct W and V so that W + V # Ai 
for any i such that Ai +Bi = V,. Thus W + V will not be recursive. In the construction 
that follows we will in fact construct two p-time height increasing disjoint independent 
sets K and L so that W = space(K) and V = space(L) will be our desired polynomial 
time subspaces. Let ro, rl, . . . be a list of all prime numbers in increasing order. Our 
idea is to use the vectors e, + e, .2”, e, .I” where n 2 1 to help us ensure that Ai # 
W + V if Ai + Bi = V,. The only vectors which will be placed into K will be of the 
form e, + e, .2” for some i > 0 and n > 1, and the only vectors which will be placed 
into L will be of the form e, Q for some i 2 0 and n 2 1. In fact, for any fixed i either 
K fl {er, + e,.2nln> 1) = 0 
and 
Ln {e,.2njn>,l) = 0 
or there will be an m such that 
K n {e,, +e,.2n(n2 1) = {e, + e,+} 
and 
L n {e,.2”ln> 1) = {e,.zm}. 
Note that in the standard representation of V,, L will be a polynomial time subset in 
the strongly p-time height increasing basis {st(e,) : n > 0) and K will be a polyno- 
mial time subset of the strongly p-time height increasing independent set {ek + ek.2.n : 
k is odd and n 2 1) so that L and K themselves will be strongly p-time independent 
sets, Thus by Theorem 3.14, W and V will be polynomial time subspaces of st(Voo). 
In the tally representation of V,, K and L will be polynomial time height increasing 
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independent sets so that by Theorem 3.2, W and V will be polynomial time subspaces 
of tuZ( V,). 
Now to decide if e, + e,.,.zm E K and e,.,+ E L, we run the enumerations of Ai 
and Bi for m steps. Let AT and Bj” denote those elements enumerated into Ai and Bi, 
respectively, after m steps. If m > le,., ) and [space(AT) + space(By)] - [spuce(Al-‘) + 
space(By-’ )] # 8, then we place e, Se, .2m into K and e, .I” into L iff e, E [space(Al)+ 
space(By)] - space(Ay ). Otherwise we place neither e, + e, .zm into K nor e, .2m into L. 
Using the fact that in m steps, we can at most enumerate m vectors which are of length 
at most m and the fact that Gauss elimination is polynomial time in the dimensions of 
the matrix, it is easy to see that both K and L are p-time height increasing independent 
sets. 
NOW suppose e, + e,,.zm E K and e,.,.zm E L. Since Ai n Bi = {0}, we know that 
each element u E space(di) + space(Bi) has a unique expression in the form v = 
a + b with u E spUcc(Ai) and b E space(Bi). By our construction, it follows that 
e, E [spuce(Ay) + spuce(BT)] - [spuce(Ay)] SO that e, $ space(Ai). But clearly e, E 
space(K) + space(L), SO that Ai # space(K) + space(L). 
Suppose there is no m such that e, + e, .2” E K and e, .zrn E L. Then either there is 
no m such that e, E spuce(A~)+spuce(B~) in which case space(Ai)+spuce(Bi) # V, 
SO that we do not have to WOW about Ai and Bi, or e, E spuce(Ay) for some m (in 
which case e, @space(K) + space(L) so again space(K) + space(L) # Ai. q 
We note that Breitbart [5] proved that if R is any infinite recursive set in (0, l}*, 
then there exists a set S in P such that both S n R and R - S are infinite. This result 
shows that there can be no NP-maximal sets since if M E NP and R = (0, l}* -M is 
infinite, then certainly R is an infinite recursive set. Thus there is a set S E P such that 
both S n R and R - S are infinite. But then W = S U A4 is a set in NP such that both 
W - A4 and (0, l}* - M are infinite so that M is not NP-maximal. Our next result 
shows that the analogue of Breidbart’s splitting theorem holds for recursive subspaces 
of ruZ( V,) and st( V,). 
Theorem 4.2. Let V be an injinite dimensional recursive subspace of taZ( VW) (st(Voo)). 
Then there exist subspaces Bo and BI in P such that BonBl = {0}, Bo+Bl = tuZ(Voo) 
(B. + B1 = st( V,)), and both Bo n V and B1 n V ure infinite dimensional. 
Proof. Once again the proof that we present below works equally well for both 
tul( Voo) and st( V,). Thus we shall write a generic proof where V, may be interpreted 
as either tuZ( V,) or st( V, ) and the standard basis ei, e2,. . . may be interpreted as either 
the standard basis tul(el), tul(e2), . . . of tul( V,) or the standard basis St(e) ,st(ez), . . . 
of st( Vm) as appropriate. Also we shall denote a~, al,. . . by t&(O), tuZ( l), . . . if we are 
interpreting V, as tut( V, ) and denote by St(O), st( 1 ), . . if we are interpreting V, as 
st( vcc ). 
Given a nonzero x E V,, we can uniquely express x in the form x = Alei, +. . .+&in 
where Ii,. . . , A,, are nozero elements of F. In such a situation, we write that the 
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support of x, supp (x), equals {ei,, . . . , z, e. }. We shall need the following lemma which 
is proved in [39]. 
Lemma 4.3. Let V be an infinite dimensional vector space in V,. For all n, there 
exists a nonzero v, E V such that supp(v,) n {el, . . . , e,} = 0 
Let V be a recursive subspace of V,. Thus characteristic function XV is computed 
by some C& where & is the eth partial recursive function. Let A be the algorithm which 
first computes &(al) and supp(al), then computes &(az) and supp(az), then computes 
&(a,) and supp(a,), etc. This given, we define an increasing sequence SO < si < . . . 
by induction as follows. 
Let SO be the least s such that if we run algorithm A for s steps, we find an ai 
and supp(ai) where +,(ai) = 1. (Note that in st(Voo), Ist(e,)l = n and in tal(V,), 
Ital( = IF' SO that certainly supp(ai) C{ei ,. . .,eSO} since we cannot compute 
SUpp(ai) in s steps if e, E supp(aj) for t > s.) 
Having defined SO < . . . < snr let sn+i be the least s > s, such that we run the 
algorithm A for s steps, we find an ai and supp(ai) where 4,(ai) = 1 and supp(ai) n 
-@I ,.. , ,eS.} = 0. (Note that in st(V,), Ist(e,)l = n and in tal(V,), Ital( = k”-’ 
so that certainly supp(ai) C{ei,. . . , es,+,} since we cannot compute SUpp(ai) in s steps 
if et E SUpp(ai) for t > &+I.) 
It easily follows from Lemma 4.3 that s, is defined for all n 20. We let A = {ei : 
i<so or 3n(s2,_i < i <Q)}. It is easy to see that the set { lSn : n 20) is a p-time 
set so that A and A’ are p-time height increasing independent sets if we interprete V, 
as taZ( V, ) and A and A’ are strongly p-time independent sets if we interprete V, as 
st( V,). Thus in either case space(A) and space(A’) are in P. Moreover, it is easy to 
see from our definition of the sequence SO < si < . . . that both space(A) and space(A’) 
contain infinite independent subsets of V. Thus both space(A) n V and space(A’) n V 
are infinite dimensional. Thus if we let Bo = space(A) and B1 = space(A’), then Bo 
and B1 satisfy the requirements of the theorem. 0 
We note that unlike the set case, Theorem 4.2 does not exclude the possibility of 
the existence of NP-maximal sets. That is, suppose V is an infinite and co-infinite 
dimensional subspace of tal(V,). Then the complementary subspace of V, space(B;), 
is certainly recursive so that there exists a pair of polynomial time complementary 
subspaces, U and W, so that Unspace(BF) and Wnspace(BV) are infinite dimensional. 
However, in this case, we can not make the conclusion that V + U is an NP subspace 
which witnesses that V is not NP-maximal for two reasons. First there is no guarantee 
that V + U is co-infinite dimensional and second, in the light of Theorem 4.1, there 
is no guarantee that U + V is in NP. Indeed our next results will show that there are 
oracles A for which NPA-maximal sets exist. Similar remarks hold for st( V,). 
Theorem 4.4. There exists an r.e. oracle Y and a subspace V of tal( V,) which is 
both P ‘-simple and Np Y-maximal. 
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Proof. We shall construct Y so that M = (O”13cr E {0,1}*(1~/ = n and a E Y)} is our 
desired subspace. Clearly M E NPY. 
To ensure that M is co-infinite dimensional we must meet the following set of 
requirements. 
Tj : card({n~ Y contains no strings SI with k”<\al < k”+’ - l})aj 
Thus Tj says there are at least j heights n so that M contains no strings of height n. 
So meeting requirement Tj ensures dim( VW/M) 2j. 
To ensure that M is PY-simple, we shall meet the following two sets of requirements. 
Given any subset V C tuZ( V,), let h(V) = {n : 3x E I’(&) = n)}. 
Sj : If Niy is an infinite dimensional subspace of tal( V,) such that 
h(Ni’) - h(M) is infinite, then M n Niy # (0). 
Now suppose that Pi’ is an infinite dimensional subspace tal( V,). Note that meeting 
all the requirments Sj will ensure that either Pi’ n M # (0) or h(Piy) C* h(M) where 
for any two sets A and B where we write A G* B iff there is a finite set F such 
that A C_(B U F). Now suppose that h(PT) C* h(M) and let Bi be the standard height 
increasing basis for PT. By Lemma 3.2, Bi is in Py. Then clearly we can modify Bi 
by possibly deleting a finite set of elements to form a new height increasing basis Ci 
such that h(M) >{n : 3x E Ci (h(x) = n)}. Thus Ci will also be in Py and by Lemma 
3.2, space(Ci) will also be in Py. Hence if h(Piy) E* h(M), then there exists some j 
such that P: is an infinite dimensional subspace of tal( I’,) and h(P,f’) c h(M). Thus 
to ensure that M is Py simple, it will be enough to ensure that we meet the following 
set of requirements. 
Ri : If Pi’ is an infinite dimensional subspace of tuZ( V,), then h(PT) g h(M). 
Finally, to ensure M is NP-maximal, we shall meet the following set of requirements. 
Let (, ) be some standard recursive pairing function which maps N x N onto N. 
Q(i.n) : If Niy/M is infinite dimensional and Niy 2 M, then there is an 
x E Niy such that x + tul(e,) E M. 
Note that if NF > M and dim(NiY/M) is infinite, then meeting all the requirements 
Q(i,n) will ensure that tul(e,) E Niy for all n SO that Ni’ = tuZ(V,). Thus in fact, M 
will be NPY-supermaximal. 
We shall rank our requirements with those of highest priority coming first as 
To,~o,Ro,Qo,T~,S~,R~,Q~,... . 
In the construction that follows, we shall let Y, denote the set of elements enumerated 
into Y by the end of stage s and 
MS = (0’131 E {0,1}*(1~~ = I and c( E Ys)}. 
We shall ensure that for each s, M, is a finite dimensional subspace of tul( V,) and 
that h(M,) is contained in { 1,. . . ,s}. For any stage s, we let CH, = {ni -c r$ < . . .} 
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be the set of complementary heights for M,, i.e. the set of all heights n so that there 
are no elements of tal( V,) of heights n in MS. 
At any given stage s, we shall pick out at most one requirement Aj where Aj will 
be one of the requirements Sj, Rj, or Qj and take an action to meet that requirement. 
We shall then say that Aj recieved attention at stage s. The action that we take to 
meet the requirement Aj of the form Sj or Qj will always be of the same form. That 
is, we shall put some elements into Y at stage s and possibly restrain some elements 
from entering Y for the sake of the requirement. We shall let res(Aj,s) denote the set 
of elements that are restrained from entering Y at stage s for the sake of requirement 
Aj. We say that requirement Aj of the form Sj or Qj is satisjied at stage s, if there is 
a stage s’ < s such that Aj has received attention at stage s’ and res(Aj,s’) n Y, = 8. 
The actions that we take to meet the requirements Rj will be slightly different. First, 
we shall declare that all Rj are in a passive state at the start of our construction. We 
would like to find an element x E P,” of height n such that n @ h(M,). If we can find 
such an x, then we will restrain all y such that k”-’ < 1~16 k” - 1 plus all elements 
not in Y, which are queried of the oracle YS during the computation of P,?(x) from 
entering Y for the sake of requirement Rj. Thus if we ensure that res(Rj,s) f~ Y = 8, 
then M will have no element of height n and x E P! so that h(P,f’) g/z(M). If we 
take such an action for Rj at stage s, then we will say that Rj has received attention 
at stage s and declare the state of Rj to be active. Then for all t > s, we will say that 
an active Rj is satisfied at stage t, if res(Rj,s) n Y, = 0. However if Rj is injured at 
some stage t > s in the sense that res(Rj,s) f’~ Y, # 0, then Rj will return to a passive 
state. If we cannot find such an x, we will attempt to force h(PT) to be finite. That is, 
since we will ensure that h(A4_1) C{O, . . . , s - 1) for all s, MS-i will have no element 
of height s. Recall that we are assuming that for n > 0, the run time of computations 
of P,?(y) for any oracle X is bounded max(2,n)j for any string of length n. Then for 
n 22, we let b, be the largest i such that for all k”-’ <r < k” - 1, 
(kn)(i+2) < 2k”-‘. 
Note that it is easy to see that lims-_*oo s - b 0;). Our idea is that elements of height 
n in tal( V, ) are of the form 0’ where k”- 1 <r d k” - 1. Our strategy at the end of 
stage s - 1 for s > 2 will be to ensure that for all Rj with j < b, which are in a passive 
state and have the property that PI:-’ (Or) = 0 for all kS-’ <r < k” - 1, we restrain 
all elements which are not in Y,_i and which are queried of the oracle Y,_i in such 
computations from entering Y for the sake of Rj. This action will force h(PT) to be 
finite if Rj is in a passive state at stage s for all but finitely many S. For any fixed 
i< b,, the maximum restraint imposed for Rj is if we restrained all elements not in 
Y,_i which are queried of the oracle Y,_i in some computation P,?’ (Or) = 0 with 
1 <r < k” - 1. Since the total number of steps used in all these computations is at most 
2j + 5 ij <p . (p)j = (ks)(j+l), 
i=2 
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then clearly we could have restrained at most (k”)(i+‘) elements from entering Y for 
the sake of Rj. Thus at stage s, we will have restrained at most 
kc 1’ k” (l+l) < (Q&+2) < 2/c’“-*’ 
i=O 
elements for entering Y for the sake of some passive requirement Rj with j< b, at 
stage s - 1. Hence for any given Y with k”-’ < r 6 k” - 1, we will have restrained at 
most 2’-’ elements of length Y from entering Y for such Rj’S. 
Construction. 
Stages 0,l: Let YO = Yi = (0) SO that MO = Mi = (0). Let rc.$dj,O) = res(dj, 1) = 
8 for all requirements Aj of the form Sj, Rj, or Qj. 
Stage s with s zz 2: Let Aj be the highest priority requirement among SO, Ro, Qo, . . , 
S,, R,, Qs such that 
Case 1: Aj = Sj and Sj is not satisfied at stage s - 1 and there exists an 1 with 
0 < h(O’)<s such that 
(a) 0’ E N,“-‘, 
(b) h(0’) E C&i and h(0’) > us-‘, and 
(c) for each 0” E space({O’} Ubf,_~) --&_I, there is a string cz,, E {O,l}* such that 
1% = IO”1 = n and ~1, is not restrained from Y by any requirement of higher priority 
than Sj at stage s - 1 nor is LX, queried of the oracle in some fixed computation of 
NJ?‘-’ which accepts 0’. 
0 
Case 2: Aj = Rj and Rj is not satisfied at stage s - 1 and there exists an 1 with 
< h(0’) ds such that 
(i) 0’ E P,~‘-’ and 
(ii) h(0’) E CH,_l and h(O’) > $-I. 
Case 3: Aj = Qj and Qj is not satisfied at stage s - 1, and if j = (e, n), there exists 
an 1 with 0 < h(0’) <s such that 
(I) 0’ E N,y,-‘, 
(II) h(0’) E CH,_l and h(0’) > max(n,$-‘), and 
(III) For each 0” 6 space((0’ +tar taZ(e,)} UM,_,) -M,_l, h(Om) > nj-’ and there 
is a string CI, of length m in (0, 1)’ which is not restrained from Y by any requirement 
of higher priority than Qj at stage s - 1 nor is CI, queried in some fixed computation 
of N,“-’ which accepts 0’. 
If there is no such requirement Aj, let Y, = Y,_ 1. Also for all requirements Aj of the 
form Sj or Qj and for all requirements Aj of the form Rj where either Rj is satisfied 
at stage s - 1 or j > b,+l, let res(Aj,s) = res(Aj,s - 1). Declare that a requirement 
Rj is active at stage s iff Rj is active at stage s - 1. For any Rj with j d b,+l which 
is currently passive and has the property that PT3(Or) = 0 for all k” < r < k”+’ - 1, let 
res(Rj,s) equal res(Rj,s - 1) union the set of all y $ Y, such that y is queried of the 
oracle in one of the computations P,y’(Or) where k” d r < kS+’ - 1. 
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If there is such a requirement Aj, we have three cases. 
Case 1: Aj =S,. 
Let I, denote the least 1 corresponding to Sj,. Then for each 0” E space({0’5} U 
I&&_, ) - MS_1, pick the least string c(, such that la,,) = n, a, is not restrained from Y 
by any requirement of higher priority than Sjz at stage s - 1 nor is Al,, queried of the 
oracle Y,_i in the computation of Nj5-’ which accepts OL and put a, into Y. This will 
ensure that if M,_i is a finite dimensional subspace of V,, then M, will also be a finite 
dimensional subspace of I’,,. Note that the assumption that h(O’s) E CHs_l ensures 
that all 0” E space({O’s} UM,_1) -MS_1 have the property that h(O”)ah(04). That is, 
such a 0” must be of the form 0” = O’$ +Ialm where m E M,_I and since h(m) # h(Oh ), 
it must be the case that h(O”)Bh(O1s). Thus h(M,) fl {$-I,. . . ,$T’} = 0 and hence 
for all i<j,, n;-’ = nf. Let res(Sj$,s) equal the set of all strings not in Y,_i which 
are queried of the oracle Y,_i in the computation of N,F-’ which accepts O’$ and say 
Sj,T receives attention at stage s. Also for all requirements Aj of the form Sj or Qj and 
for all requirements Aj of the form Rj where either Rj is satisfied at stage s - 1 or 
j > b,+l, let res(Aj,s) = res(Aj,s - 1) if Y, nres(Aj,s - 1) = 0 and let res(Aj,s) = 8 
if Y, n res(Aj,s - 1) # 8. Declare that a requirement Rj is active at stage s iff Rj is 
active at stage s - 1 and Y, n res(Rj,s - 1) = 0. For any Rj with j < b,+l which is 
currently passive and has the property that P,?(Or ) = 0 for all kS <r d kS+’ - 1, let 
res(Rj, s) equal res(Rj,s - 1) union the set of all y 6 Y, such that y is queried of the 
oracle Y, in one of the computations P,?(Or) where k” dr <k”+’ - 1. 
Case 2: Aj = Rj$. 
Let I, denote the least I corresponding to j, and n, = h(O’$). We then say that Rjs 
is active and receives attention at stage s. We let Ys = Ysel and res(Rjs, s) consist 
of all elements y with k”$-’ < . (yj <k”,y - 1 and all elements which are not in Y,_i 
and which are queried of the oracle Y,_i in the computation P,F::(O’&). Note that if 
res(Ri,,s) n Y = 0, then M will have no elements of height n, = h(O’$) but Ok E P,:. 
Also for all requirements Aj of the form Sj or Qj and for all requirements Aj of the 
form Rj where j # j, and where either Rj is satisfied at stage s - 1 or j > bs+l, let 
res(Aj, s) = res(Aj, s - 1). For j # js, declare that a requirement Rj is active at stage s iff 
Rj is active at stage s - 1. For any Rj with j <b , s+l which is currently passive and has 
the property that P,f(O”) = 0 for all kS br < kst’ - 1, let res(Rj,s) equal res(Rj,s - 1) 
union the set of all y $! Y, such that y is queried of the oracle Y, in one of the 
computations P,5(Or) where k” < r < kS+’ - 1. 
Case 3: Aj = Qj,. 
Let j, = (e$,n,) and 1, denote the least 1 corressponding to j,. Then for each 0” E 
space( {Ols +ra/ taZ(e,, )} U MS-~) - MS-~, pick the least string ~1, such that Iu, ( = m, 
and u,,, is not restrained from Y by any requirement of higher priority than Qjs at stage 
s - 1 nor is u., queried in the computation of N$’ which accepts OL and put CI, 
into Y. Once again this will ensure that M, is a finite dimensional subspace of V,. 
Note that since h(O’$) > n, = h(tal(e,*)), it follows that h(Ojs +ta/ tul(e,8)) = h(O’$). 
Thus as in case 1, the assumption that h(O's ) E CH,_l ensures that all 0” E space({O& 
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+t,rtaZ(en,)} UZk&_r) -Ms.-l have the property that ~(O”)>II(O’~). Let r&Qj,,s) equal 
the set of all strings which are not in Y,_I which are queried of the oracle in the 
computation of Ne:-’ which accepts O’$ and say Qj, receives attention at stage s. Also 
for all requirements Aj of the form Sj or Qj and for all requirements Aj of the form 
Rj where either Rj is satisfied at stage s - 1 or j > bs+l, let res(Aj,s) = res(Aj,s - 1) 
if Y, n res(Aj,s - 1) = 0 and let res(Aj, s) = 8 if Y, n res(Aj,s - 1) # 8. Declare that a 
requirement Rj is active at stage s iff Rj is active at stage s- 1 and Y,nres(Rj, s- 1) = 8. 
For any Rj with j < b,+l which is currently passive and has the property that P,s(O’) = 
0 for all kS <r < ksf’ - 1, let res(Rj,s) equal res(Rj,s - I) union the set of all y $ Y, 
such that y is queried of the oracle Y, in one of the computations PT(O’) where 
kS<r<kS+’ - 1. 
This completes the construction of Y. 
Lemma 4.5. Each requirement of the form Sj, Rj, or Qj receives attention at most 
jinitely often. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on j. Suppose that SO is such that there is no stage 
s >SO such that one of SO, Ro, Qo, .. . ,Sj, Rj, Qj receives attention at stage s. Then if 
there is a t > SO such that Sj+t receives attention at stage t, then by construction Sj+l 
is satisfied at stage t and res(Sj+t, t) n Y1 = 0. However, it is easy to see from our 
construction that for s > t, res(Sj+l ,s) = res(Sj+l,t) and res(Sj+t,s) n Y, = 0 unless 
some requirement of higher priority than Sj+, receives attention at stage s. Since this 
never happens by OUT choice of SO, Sj+l will be satisfied for s > t. Thus Sj+, can 
receive attention at most once after stage SO. Thus there must be a stage st such that 
there is no stage s >st such that one of SO, Ro, Qo, . . . , Sj, Rj, Qj, Sj+l receives attention 
at stage s. A similar argument will show that Rj+l can receive attention at most once 
after stage st. Thus there must be a stage sz such that there is no stage sZs2 such 
that one of So,Ro,Qo,.. .,Sj,Rj,Qj,Sj+~,Rj+r receives attention at stage s. Finally, a 
similar argument will show that Qj+t can receive attention at most once after stage 
~2. Thus each of the requirements Sj, Rj, or Qj can receive attention only finitely 
often. 0 
Lemma 4.6. dim(taZ( V,)/A4) is infinite. 
Proof. We prove by induction that dim(tul( V,)/M) 2 k for all k. That is, let to be a 
stage such that no requirement So, Ro, Qo,. . . , Sk, Rk, Qk receives attention at any stage 
s> to. Since Mt, is finite dimensional, n: is defined for all i. Hence, Mr contains no 
strings of height n for n = ny , . . . , n:. But no requirement Sj, Rj, or Qj with j > k can 
force elements of height n<ni into A4 at any stage s. Hence by our choice of to, there 
can be no strings of heights n for n = n:, . . ,n: in M. Thus dim(taZ(V,)/M)>k. 0 
Lemma 4.7. M is Py-simple. 
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Proof. First we show that if Nf is a subspace of tal( V,) such that h(Nr) - h(M) is 
infinite, then N,? n A4 # (0). On the contrary, assume Njy is such that h(Njr) - h(M) 
is infinite and N,r rlA4 = (0). Note that since M is co-infinite dimensional by Lemma 
4.6, it follows that ni = lims+oo n; exists for all i. Let SO be a stage large enough 
SO that ns = Izi for i <j and none of the requirements SO, Ro, Qo, . . . , Sj- 1, Rj- 1, Qj- 1 
receives attention after stage so. Let U,, denote the set of all 0” such that there exists 
a requirement Ai among SO, Ro, Qo,. . . , Sj-1, Rj-1, Qj- 1 which is satisfied at stage SO 
such that there exists an a E re.$di,ss) with /aI = IZ. Our choice of SO ensures that if 
n $ u,,, then no string a of length n is ever restrained from Y by a requirement of 
higher priority than Sj which is satisfied at some stage t > SO. Also our choice of SO 
ensures that ni = nf for all i <j and t > SO. Next let to be such that 
(1) to > max({h(y) :Y E V,,)U{2,~O,~jl), 
(2) h,, > _i, and 
(3) 2’-’ > rj for all Y > to. 
Note that for any t > to, our construction ensures that the number of strings of length r 
where k’-’ 6 r < k’ - 1 which are restrained by some requirement Ri with i < j which 
is passive at stage t is less than 2’-‘. Moreover, we are assuming that any successful 
computation of the oracle machine N,? for any oracle X on a string of length Y > 2 
takes at most rj steps. Thus our choice of to ensures that if t > to and 0” E N,r’ is a 
string of height > to, then there is at least one string cc, E (0, l}* of length x which 
is not restrained from Y by any requirement of higher priority than Sj at stage t nor 
is queried of the oracle Y, in some fixed computation which shows that 0” E NJ?. 
Since h(Nky) - h(M) is infinite, there must exist a 0” E Nky such that h(0”) > to and 
h(O”) $ h(M). Then there must be some stage s > to such that 0” E N,“-I. Note that at 
stage s, each 0” E space({O"}uM,_I)-M,_1 has the property that h(Om)>h(On) > to 
and thus there is at least one string a,,, of length m which is not restrained from Y by 
any requirement of higher priority than Sj at stage s - 1 nor is queried of the oracle 
Y,_i in some fixed computation which shows that 0” E N,“-’ . Thus 0” witnesses that 
Sj is a candidate to receive attention at stage s. Thus either Sj is satisfied at stage s - 1 
or Sj is highest priority requirement among SO, Ro, Qo, .. . , S,, R,, Qs which can receive 
attention at stage s. In either case, it follows that Sj will be satisfied at stage s. Thus 
there will be some 0” E (Np n M,) - (0) such that all elements which are queried of 
the oracle Y, in some computation which shows that 0” c Nj’ and which are not Y, 
are in reS(Sj,s). However, our choice of to ensures we can never put any element of 
res(Sj,s) into Y after stage s so that 0” will witness that Njy f? M # (0). 
Remark. We note that the assumption that h(N,r)-h(M) is infinite seems to be crucial 
in this argument. That is, if we merely assume that dim(NjY/M) is infinite, then it may 
be the case that whenever there exists a 0” E Nky such that h(0”) > to and 0” @M, then 
at a stage s > to where 0” E Nky’-’ , there is some 0” E M,-i such that h(Om) = h(0”). 
In such a situation it is possible that h(0” +tal Om) is much less than h(0”). That is, 
it may be possible that some element in V E space( (0”) U MS_1 ) - MS_ 1 has height 
so small that all strings of length x are queried of the oracle during any computation 
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which shows that 0” E Nk”-‘. Then it will be impossible to put a string of length x 
into Y, so as to ensure that Ox E M, while maintaining the computation to ensure that 
0” E Nky. 
To continue our proof of the lemma, we can now assume that if P,!’ is an infinite di- 
mensional subspace of tul( VW) such that P,!‘fbf = {0}, then h(P,!‘-h(M) is finite. By 
our argument preceding the construction, it would then follow that there is some j such 
that Pi’ is an infinite dimensional subspace of tal( V,) and h(P,?‘) 2 h(M). We shall 
now show that there can be no such j. On the contrary, assume that Ply is an infinite 
dimensional subspace of tul( V, ) and h(P,!’ ) C_ h(M). Let SI be a stage large enough so 
that $ = ni for i 6 j and none of the requirements So, Ro, Qo, . . . , Sj-1, Rj-1, Qj_1, Sj 
receives attention after stage ~1. Let U&, denote the set of all 0” such that there exists 
a requirement Ai among So,Ro,Qo,. . ,Si_l, R,_l, Q,-1,Sj which is satisfied at stage 
$1 and there exists an c1 E res(A,,sl) with 1x1 = n. Our choice of SI ensures that if 
n 6 Us,, then no string x of length n is ever restrained from Y by a requirement of 
higher priority than Rj which is satisfied at some stage t > SO. Also our choice of sr 
ensures that ni = a: for all i < j and t > SO. Next let tl be such that 
(1) tl > max({h(y) : Y E Us,} U {L.u,~~,-I >), 
(2) b,, > j, and 
(3) 2’-’ > rj for all r > tl. 
Now we claim that there can be no stage t > tl at which Rj is satisfied at stage t. 
That is, if Rj is satisfied at stage t, there must be some sb t such that R, receives 
attention at stage s and there is a 0” E P,r’-’ such that q = h(OX) E CH,_, and 
res(Rj,s) = res(Rj, t) contains all strings of length r where W’ 6 r 6 kq - 1 and all 
strings which are not in Y,_t which are queried of the oracle Y’_ I in the computation 
P,T’-‘(0’) = 1 and res(Rj,s) n Y, = 8. But then our choice of t > tl ensures that 
res(Rj,s) n Y = 8 which means that h4 can have no string of height q while (y; E 
P,?. But then 0” witnesses that h(P,!‘) g h(M) which contradicts our assumption that 
h(Pr) C: h(M). Thus it must be the case that for all stages t > tl, Rj is in a passive 
state. It follows that for all t > tl, there can be no r with k’ <r <k’+’ - 1 such that 
P,c(Or) = 1 since otherwise at stage t + I, there is some r with k’ <r < kl+’ - 1 
such that Pl:(O’) = 1. But then at stage t + 1, 0” witnesses that Rj is a candidate to 
receive attention at stage t + 1. By our choice of t > tl , it would follow that R, is the 
highest priority requirement among SO, Ro, Qo, . , S,+ I, R,+I, Q,+l which could receive 
attention at stage t + 1 so that R,i would receive attention at stage t + 1 which we 
have already ruled out. Thus it must be the case that for all r with k’ < r d k’+’ - 1, 
P,y’(O’) = 0. But then our choice oft > tl ensures that j< bl+r and hence all elements 
which are not in Y, which are queried.of the oracle Y, during one of the computations 
P,?(Or) = 0 where k’<r<k’+’ - 1 are put into res(R,, t). Again the fact that t > tl 
ensures that res(R.j, t) n Y = 8 so that for all r with k’,< r< k’+’ - 1, P,r(O’) = 0. 
That is, P: has no string of length t + 1 for any t > tl and hence h(P,!‘) is finite. 
Thus there can be no such P,f’ such that P,” is an infinite dimensional subspace of 
tuf( V,) and h(P,y ) C h(M). But this means that there can be no r such that P,’ is an 
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infinite dimensional subspace of tul( I’,) and P,! nM = (0). Thus M is Pr-simple as 
claimed. 17 
Lemma 4.8. M is NPY-maximal. 
Proof. By our remarks preceding the construction, we need only show that we meet all 
r the requirements Q(e,n,. So assume N, is a subspace of tul(V,) such that (NJ/M) is 
infinite dimensional and Ney > M. Let j = (e, n) and let s2 be a stage such that ni = n; 
for i < j and none of So, Ro, Qo, .. . , Sj- 1, Rj- 1, Qj- 1, Sj, Rj receive attention after stage 
~2. Let U,, denote the set of all 0” such that there exists a requirement Ai among 
SoJo, Qo,. . . , Sj_1, Rj-1, Qj-1, Sj, Rj which is satisfied at stage ~2 and there exists an 
tl E res(di,sz) with Ial = n. Our choice of s2 ensures that if n $! U,,, then no string 
a of length n is ever restrained from Y by a requirement of higher priority than Qj 
which is satisfied at some stage t > ~2. Also our choice of s2 ensures that n: = n: for 
all i <j and t > ~2. Next let t2 be such that 
(1) h > max({h(y) : y E Us,} U {Zs2,+1)), 
(2) b, > j, and 
(3) 2’-’ > t-j for all r > t2. 
Note that for any t > t2, our construction ensures that the number strings of length r 
where k’-’ <r < k’ - 1 which are restrained by some requirement Ri with i < j which 
is passive at stage t is less than 2’-‘. Moreover, we are assuming that any successful 
computation of the oracle machine N,? for any oracle X on a string of length r 2 2 
takes at most rj steps. Thus our choice of t2 ensures that if t > t2 and 0” E N,” is a 
string of height > t2, then there is at least one string a, E {O,l}* of length x which 
is not restrained from Y by any requirement of higher priority than Qj at stage t nor 
is queried of the oracle Y, in some fixed computation which shows that 0” E Nj’l. 
Next observe that since dim(NJ/M) is infinite and N,’ > M, it must be the case that 
h(NJ) - h(M) is infinite. That is, let A = {aa,ar,. .} be an infinite set of elements of 
N,’ which is independent over M. Then consider some fixed ai E A and suppose a; = 
Cy=, ,$tal(ej‘ ) where ,Ji E F for i = 1,. . . ,q, I, # 0, and jr < . . . < j,. Thus h(ai) = j,. 
Now if there exists an ml EM such that h(m) = h(q), then ml = CIGjq /?ltuZ(el) where 
/I, E F for all 1 and Bjq # 0. But then a: = ai -ta[ &ml is an element of N,’ -M such 
that /~(a!) < /~(a~). Now, if there exists an m2 E M such that h(aj) = h(mz), then 
once again there is some y E F such that a? = a; -tal ym2 is an element of N,’ - M 
with /~(a?) < /~(a:) < h(ai). If we continue in this fashion, we must eventually find 
some a” = Ui +tal vk where vk E M such that h(af) $! h(M). That is, we can replace 
our original independent set A over M by a set A’ = {ah, a;, . . .} where for all i, 
ai -ta[ CZ~ E M and !~(a:) 4 h(M). But then A’ is an infinite subset of N,’ which is 
independent over M. Thus there is no finite set F such that space(M U F) 2 A’. This 
implies that h(A’) = { /~(a:) : i 2 0) must be infinite since otherwise there clearly would 
be a finite set F such that space(MUF) 2 A’. But by construction h(A’) C h(NT)--h(M) 
so that h(Nz) - h(M) must be infinite. 
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Since h(N:) - h(M) is infinite, there must exist a 04 E N,’ such that h(Oq) > t2, 
h(Oq) > n, and h(Oq) $ h(M). Then there must be some stage s > t2 such that 04 E N:-I. 
Note that at stage s, each 0” E space( (04 +tal tuE(e,)} Uhf,_, ) - MS_1 has the property 
that h(Om)>h(Oq +lal tuZ(e,)) = h(Oq) > t2 and thus there is at least one string u, of 
length m which is not restrained from Y by any requirement of higher priority than Qj 
at stage s - 1 nor is queried of the oracle Y,_ I in some fixed computation which shows 
that 04 E NJ:‘-‘. Thus 09 witnesses that Qj is a candidate to receive attention at stage 
s. Hence either Qj is satisfied at stage s - 1 or Qj is the highest priority requirement 
among So,&, Qo,. . . ,S,, R,, QS which can receive attention at stage s. In either case, 
it follows that Qj will be satisfied at stage s. Thus there will be some OQ E N,? 
such that 09 +ral tuZ(e,) E MS and all elements which are queried of the oracle in 
some computation which shows that 04 E N,? and which are not Y, are in res(Qj,s). 
However, our choice of t2 ensures we can never put any element of res(Qi,s) into 
Y after stage s so that 04 E N,y and hence requirement Qj is met. Thus A4 will be 
NPY-supermaximal and hence will be NPY-maximal. 0 
We note that M constructed in Theorem 4.4 has a number of interesting properties 
besides being NPY-maximal and PY-simple. First of all, it is easy to check that in 
meeting the requirements Sj we made no use of the fact that N,? was a subspace of 
tul( V,) but only that N,r was a subset of tuZ( V,). Similary, it is easy to check that 
in meeting the requirements Rj we made no use of the fact that Pi’ was a subspace of 
tuZ( VW) but only that PJ’ was a subset of V,. Thus meeting all the requirements Rj 
ensures that there is no infinite subset W of tuZ( V,) in Py such that h(W) G h(M). 
Thus M does not contain any infinite Py set and hence M does not have a basis in 
Py. We also claim that tuZ( V,) -M does not have any infinite subsets in Py. That is, 
suppose that P,? & tuZ( V,) -M. Now it cannot be that h(P]r) - h(M) is infinite since 
otherwise there is an i such that P,? = Niy and the fact that we met requirement Si 
would mean that Pjy I-M # (0). Thus h(Pj’) C* h(M). Let Q = h(spuce(A)) - h(Pj’). 
Then clearly 
S = {x E Pi’ : h(x) q! Q} 
is an infinite set in Py such that h(S) & h(spuce(.4)). Since meeting all the requirements 
Rj rule out the existence of such an S, tuZ( V,) - M does not contain an infinite set 
in Py. Recall that a set of strings S is called PY-immune if S has no infinite subset in 
Py. Thus both M and tuZ( V,) - M are PY-immune 
Note also that by Theorem 3.7, the fact that M is NPY-maximal implies that NPY # 
Co-NPY and hence that Py # NPY. Thus we have proved the following. 
Corollary 4.9. There exists an r.e. oracle Y and a subspuce M of tuZ( V,) such 
that 
1. Py # NPY and NPY # Co-NPY, 
2. M E NPY, 
3. M is PY-immune and hence has no basis in Py, 
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4. tuE(V,) - M is PY-immune, and 
5. M is both Py-simple and NP ‘-supermaximal. 
Our next task is to prove an analogue of Theorem 4.4 for st( V,). Recall that we 
are assuming that the field F = (0,. . . , k - 1) where 0 is the zero element of F and 
that we are using our alternative representation of st( V, ). That is, we defined a poly- 
nomial time isomorphism from Y which maps Bin(N) onto STk = (0) U (0,. . . , k - 1)’ 
{l,..., k - 1) by Y(0) = 0 and for x E Bin(N) - {0}, Y(x) = a0 ...ak where x = 
a0 + ai . k + . . . + ank”. We then used Y to induce operations of sum +srx and scalar 
multiplication for each ,l E F, 1 ST,, from the operations +sr and 3LS1 on st( V,) to turn 
ST, into a vector space isomorphic to V,. Thus we shall implicity identify st( V,) 
with the polynomial time structure (STk, +s~~, Osr,, . . . , (k - 1 )srk ). The main advantage 
of this identification is that for a nonzero x in st( V,), the length of x will equal the 
height x. 
Theorem 4.10. There exists an r.e. oracle D such that there exists an NF- 
supermaximal P-simple subspace in st( V,). 
Proof. Our construction will proceed in stages. We let Ds be the set of elements 
enumerated into D by the end of stage s. For any given x E (0,. . . , k - 1 }* with 
IxI>l, we let C, denote the set of all strings of length 81x1 +2 of {O,...,k- l}* of 
the form x 1041’i 1cr where cr is any string of length 3 1x1 in (0,. . . , k - 1 }*. Note that 
there are k31xl strings in C, for any x E st( V,). Let Ce = (0). It is then easy to see 
that if x # y, then C, n C, = 0. 
We then define A = {x : C,nD # 8). Thus A will be in NP”. Our idea is to define D 
so that A is a height increasing independent subset of st( V,). Then by the relativized 
version of Theorem 3.16, space(A) E Np. Our construction of D will ensure that 
space(A) is our desired P”-simple NP”-supermaximal space. Let A, = {x : C, n D, # 
0). At each stage s, we shall let B, = {st(e,) : A, has no element of height n}. Our 
construction will ensure that at each stage s, A, U B, is a height increasing basis of 
st( V,). We define & for all i and s so that B, = {bS,, b;,. . ,} where ht(bs,) < ht(bs;) < . . . . 
To ensure that space(A) is co-infinite dimensional we must meet the following set 
of requirements. 
Ti : card((n : D contains no strings CL with 1011 = 8n + 2})>j 
Thus Tj says there are at least j heights n so that A contains no strings of height n. 
So meeting requirement rj ensures dim( V,/space(A)) 2 j. 
To ensure that space(A) is PD-simple, we shall meet the following two sets of 
requirements. Given any subset V c st( V,), let h(V) = {n : 3x E V (h(x) = n)} 
Sj : If NF is an infinite dimensional subspace of st( V,) such that 
h(Np) - h(space(A)) is infinite, then space(A) n NY # (0). 
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Now suppose that PF generates an infinite dimensional subspace of st( V,) which is 
in NPn. Note that meeting all the requirments Sj will ensure that either space(Pf’) fl 
space(A) # 101 or h(space(Pf)) G* h(spuce(A)). Now suppose that h(spuce(Pf’)) C* 
h(space(d)) and let U = h(Pf) - h(space(A)). If U = 0, then h(Pf)~h(.spuce(A)). 
Otherwise, U is a finite set so let U = {no,. . ,n,} and let x0,. . . ,xq be elements of 
spuce(Pf) such that h(xi) = ni. Note that any x E st(Voo) is a string of the form 
x = a] . . . Ulxl where aj E (0,. . . , k - 1). Then we define the full height of x, fh(x) = 
{n : 1 dn d 1x1 and a, # 0). Then it is easy to see that given any x E spuce(Pf) 
there exists some 3 b], . . . , lq in F such that fh(x -St Cy=, 3bixi) n U = 8. That is, if 
x = U] . ‘. Ulxl where 1x1 an, and u,,~ # 0 and xq = u],~ .‘.u,,~,~ where u,,~,~ # 0, then 
, x =X-St $xq = bo.. 
4 
. blxl where b,+ = 0 so that n4 @ fh(x’). Now if b+, # 0 
and x4_] = u],~_] ...u~~_,,~_] where u,+,,~_] # 0, then x” = x I 4 -St PXq-l = ~nq-,J--l 
CO . . . CI,I where cn4 = bnq = 0 and c,,_, = 0 so that neither n4 nor n,_l is in fh(x”). 
Continuing in this way we can construct our desired linear combination Cy=, lixi such 
that fh(x -Sf xy=] lixi) n U = 8. NOW let Q = {x E spuce(Pf’) : fh(x) n U = 0). It is 
easy to see that Q is a subspace of Pf) and our argument above shows that spuce(Pf) = 
spuce({xl , . . . ,+})@Q. Thus Q is an infinite dimensional subspace of st( V,) such that 
h(Q) ch(spuce(A)). Let T be the set of all y such that j%(y) n U = 0, lyl > kl’ql, 
and there exists an x E Pf’ and z E spuce( {xl,. . . ,x,} ) such that x +sr z = y. Note that 
space( {XI , . . . ,x,}) has exactly kq elements since {x], . . . ,xq} is a height increasing 
basis for spuce({xl , . . . ,x,}). Thus given any y with JyJ > kl+ in polynomial time 
in lyl we can find all y +sr w such that w E spuce({xl, . . . ,x,}). Now for any w E 
Jpace({x] ,...,x,}), h(w)<h(x,) = Ix41 < kl+ so that h(~+,~ w) = h(y). Thus it takes 
at most kq(lyjj) steps to test all such y +st w for membership in Pp given an oracle 
D. But then 
y E T iff {y +st w : w E spuce({x,, . . .,x,})} n Pp # 0. 
Thus it follows that T is in PD and clearly T generates an infinite dimensional 
subspace of Q. Thus there must be some j such that Py generates an infinite di- 
mensional subspace of st( V,) and h(.spuce(Py)) 5 h(spuce(A)). Thus to ensure that 
space(A) is PD simple, it will be enough to ensure that we meet the following set of 
requirements. 
R, : If Pf generates an infinite dimensional subspace of st( V, ), then 
h(Pf) g h(spuce(A)). 
Finally, to ensure space(A) is NP-supermaximal, we shall meet the following set of 
requirements. Let (, ) be some standard recursive pairing function which maps N x N 
onto N. 
Q(i,n) : If NF/spuce(A) is an infinite dimensional space and Np 2 space(A), 
then there is an x E Np such that x + st(e,) E space(A). 
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Note that if Nzp > space(A) and dim(@/space(A)) is infinite, then meeting all the 
requirements Qccn) will ensure that st(e,) E N/’ for all n so that @’ = st( V,). 
We shall rank our requirements with those of highest priority coming first as 
~o,SO,RO,QO,~~,S~,RI,QI,... . 
As in the construction of Theorem 4.4, at any given stage s, we shall pick out at 
most one requirement Ej where Ej will be one of the requirements Sj, Rj, or Qj and 
take an action to meet that requirement. We shall then say that Ej recieved attention 
at stage s. The action that we take to meet the requirement Ej of the form 5” or Qj 
will always be of the same form. That is, we shall put some elements into D at stage 
s and possibly restrain some elements from entering D for the sake of the requirement. 
We shall let res(Ej,s) denote the set of elements that are restrained from entering D at 
stage s for the sake of requirement Ej. We say that requirement Ej of the form Sj or 
Qj is satisfied at stage s, if there is a stage s’ < s such that Ej has received attention 
at stage s’ and res(Ej,s’) ~3 DS = 0. 
The actions that we take to meet the requirements Rj will essentially be the same as 
in the construction of Theorem 4.4. First, we shall declare that all Rj are in a passive 
state at the start of our construction. We would like to find an element x E q of 
height n such that II $ h(space(A,)). If we can find such an x, then we will restrain all 
y such that lyl = 8n + 2 and y E C, for some x E st( V,) of height n plus all elements 
not in DS which are queried of the oracle during the computation of T(X) from en- 
tering D for the sake of requirement Rj. Then if we ensure that res(Rj,s) n D = 0, 
then A will have no elements of height n and x E Pf) so that h(Py) g h(space(A)). 
If we take such an action for Rj at stage s, then we will say that Rj has received 
attention at stage s and declare the state of Rj to be active. Then for all t > s, we 
will say that an active Rj is satisjied at stage t, if res(Rj,s) n Dr = 0. However, 
if Rj is injured at some stage t > s in the sense that res(Rj,s) fl Dt # 8, then Rj 
will return to a passive state. If we cannot find such an x, we will attempt o force 
h(Py) to be finite. That is, since we will ensure that h(space(A,_l)) G{O,. . .,s - 1) 
for all s, A,_, will have no elements of height s. Recall that we are assuming that for 
la 22, the run time of computations of P,?(y) for any oracle X is bounded max(2, n)j 
for any string of length n. Then for n >2, we let d, be the largest i such that 
for all r, 
#+2) < k”. 
Note that it is easy to see that lim,,, b, = 00. Our idea is that elements of height 
n in st( V,) are just the elements of length n. Our strategy at the end of stage s - 1 
for s 22 is that for all Rj with j <d, which are in a passive state and have the 
property that e-‘(x) = 0 for all x E st( V,) of length s, we will restrain all ele- 
ments which are not in DS_l and which are queried in such computations from en- 
tering D for the sake of Rj. This action will force h(Py) to be finite if Rj is in a 
passive state at stage s for all but finitely many s. For any fixed j<b,, the max- 
imum restraint imposed for Rj is if we restrained all elements not in DS_l which 
are queried of the oracle DS_l in some computation e-‘(x) = 0 with I< 1x1 <n 
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and x E st( I’,). Since the total number of steps used in all these computations i at 
most 
2j + gkiijGsks. cs)j = kss(j+l), 
i=2 
then clearly we could have restrained at most kss (j+i) elements from entering D for 
the sake of Rj. Thus at stage s, we will have restrained at most 
& 
c kss(‘+‘) < k.f,@+2) < k-‘k” = k2” 
i=O 
elements from entering D for the sake of some passive requirement Rj with j< b, at 
stage s - 1. Hence for any given x with 1x1 = n, we will have restrained less than k2 
elements of C, from entering D for such Rj’s. 
Construction. 
Stages 0, 1: 
Let DO = D1 = 0 SO that As = Ai = 8. Let reS(Ej,O) = res(Ej, 1) = 8 for all 
requirements Ej of the form Sj, Rj, or Qj. 
Stage s with s > 2: 
Let Ej be the highest priority requirement among SO, Ro, Qo, .. . , S,, R,, Qs such that 
Case 1: Ej = Sj and Sj is not satisfied at stage s - 1 and there exists an x E st( V,) 
with 0 < 1x1 bs such that 
(a) x E N,+‘, 
(b) 1x1 @ h(space(A,_l)) and 1x1 > IbT-‘I, and 
(c) there exists a y E C, such that y is not restrained from D by any requirement 
of higher priority than Sj at stage s - 1 and y is not queried of the oracle D,_I in 
some fixed computation which shows that x E N,?‘-‘. 
Case 2. Ej = Rj and Rj is not satisfied at stage s - 1 and there exists an x E st( V,) 
with 0 < 1x1 <s such that 
(i) InI $ h(space(A,_l) and 
(ii) x E pp”-‘. 
Case 3. Aj = Qj and Qj is not satisfied at stage s - 1, and if j = (e, n), there exists 
an x with 0 < 1x1 <s such that 
(I) n E @-I, 
(II) 1x1 $ h(space(A,_l), 1x1 > IbT-‘l, and 1x1 > n, and 
(III) there exists a y E CX+s,t(en) such that y is not restrained from D by any 
requirement of higher priority than Sj at stage s - 1 and y is not queried of the oracle 
Ds_l in some fixed computation which shows that e-‘(x). 
If there is no such requirement Ej, let D, = D,_ 1. Also for all requirements Ej of the 
form Sj or Qj and for all requirements Ej of the form Rj where either Rj is satisfied 
at stage s - 1 or j > d,+l, let res(Ej,s) = res(Ej,s - 1). Declare that a requirement 
Rj is active at stage s iff Rj is active at stage s - 1. For any Rj with j < d,+l which 
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is currently passive and has the property that q(x) = 0 for all x E st( V,) of length 
s + 1, let res(Rj, s) equal res(Rj, s - 1) union the set of all y 6 D, such that y is queried 
of the oracle D, in one of the computations q(x) where x E st( V, ) of length s + 1. 
If there is such a requirement Ej, we have three cases. 
Case 1. Ej = Sj,, .
Let x, denote the least x corresponding to Sj,. Then pick the least string uxs E C, 
such that ax,< is not restrained from D by any requirement of higher priority than Sjs 
at stage s - 1 nor is czxY queried of the oracle D,_i in the computation of NJ!,‘-’ which 
accepts x, and put cc,, into D. Let res(Sj,,s) equal the set of all strings not in DS_l 
which are queried of the oracle DS_, in the computation of N,y-’ which accepts x, 
and say $ receives attention at stage s. Also for all requirements Ej of the form Sj 
or Qj and for all requirements Ej of the form Rj where either Rj is satisfied at stage 
s - 1 or j > ds+l, let res(Ej,s) = res(Ej,s - 1) if D, n res(Ej,s - 1) = 0 and let 
res(Ej,s) = 8 if D, f~ms(E~,s - 1) # 0. Declare that a requirement Rj is active at stage 
s iff Rj is active at stage s - 1 and DS n res(Rj, s - 1) = 0. For any Rj with j < ds+l 
which is currently passive and has the property that Z’?(z) = 0 for all z E st( I’,) of 
length s + 1, let res(Rj,s) equal Yes(Rj,s - 1) union the set of all y @ D, such that y 
is queried of the oracle D, in one of the computations e(z) where z E st( V,) and 
Iz[ =s+ 1. 
Case 2. Ej = Rj,$. 
Let x, denote the least n corresponding to j,. We then say that RjT is active and 
receives attention at stage s. We let D, = D,_l and res(Rj,,,s) consist of all elements 
y of length 81~~ 1 + 2 which are in some C, such that z E st( V, ) and lz[ = Ixs 1 and 
all elements which are not in D,_ 1 and which are queried of the oracle D,_I in the 
computation e_;‘(x) = 1. Note that if res(Rj,$,s)flD = 8, then A will have no elements 
of height lxsl but x, E Pf . Also for all requirements Ej of the form Sj or Qj and for all 
requirements Ej of the form Rj where j # js and where either Rj is satisfied at stage 
s - 1 or j > bs+l, let res(Ej,s) = res(Ej,s - 1). For j # js, declare that a requirement 
Rj is active at stage s iff Rj is active at stage s - 1. For any Rj with j < d,+l which 
is currently passive and has the property that T(x) = 0 for all x E st( V,) of length 
s + 1, let res(Rj, s) equal res(Rj,s - 1) union the set of all y @ DS such that Y is 
queried of the oracle D, in one of the computations q(x) where x E st( V,) and 
1x1 = s + 1. 
Case 3. Ej = Qj, . 
Let j, = (e,,n$) and x, denote the least x corresponding to j,. Then pick the least 
string E,,~ E Cx> +,, sf(e.,Y ), and CY,$ is not restrained from D by any requirement of higher 
priority than Qj,, at stage s - 1 nor is czx,, queried of the oracle DS_l in the computation 
of e-‘(x,) and put mx.$ into D. Let res(Qj,?,s) consists of all strings which are not in 
DS_l which are queried of the oracle DS-l in the computation of e-’ (xs) and say 
Qj, receives attention at stage s. Also for all requirements Ej of the form Sj or Qj and 
for all requirements Ej of the form Rj where either Rj is satisfied at stage s - 1 or 
j > ds+l, let res(Ej,s) = res(Ej,s - 1) if D, n res(Ej,s - 1) = 0 and let res(Ej,s) = 8 
if D, n res(Ej,s - 1) # 8. Declare that a requirement Rj is active at stage s iff Rj is 
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active at stage s - 1 and D, f’ res(Rj,s - 1) = 0. For any Rj with j <d,+l which is 
currently passive and has the property that y(x) = 0 for all x E st( V,) of length 
s + 1, let res(Rj,s) equal res(Rj,s - 1) union the set of all y $ D, such that y is 
queried of the oracle D, in one of the computations e(x) where x E st( V,) and 
1x1 = s + 1. 
This completes the construction of D. We note that A is a height increasing inde- 
pendent set in NPY since our construction ensures that we can never put two elements 
of the same height in A. Thus by Theorem 3.16, space(A) E NPY. 
Lemma 4.11. Each requirement of the form Sj, Rj, or Qj receives attention at most 
finitely often. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on j. Suppose that SO is such that there is no stage 
s 3~0 such that one of SO, Ro, QO , . . . ,Sj, Rj, Qj receives attention at stage s. Then if 
there is a t > SO such that Sj+l receives attention at stage t, then by construction Sj+l 
is satisfied at stage t and res(Sj+l, t) n DI = 0. However, it is easy to see from our 
construction that for s > t, res(Sj+l,s) = res(Sj+l, t) and res(Sj+l,s) n D, = 8 unless 
some requirement of higher priority than Sj+l, receives attention at stage s. Since this 
never happens by our choice of so, Sj+l will be satisfied at all stages s > t. Thus S’+l 
will be satisfied at all stages s > t. Hence, Sj+, can receive attention at most once after 
stage SO. Thus, there must be a stage s1 such that there is no stage s 2 s1 such that one of 
So,Ro,Qo>..., Sj, Rj, Qj, Sj+l receives attention at stage s. A similar argument will show 
that Rj+l can receive attention at most once after stage SI. Thus, there must be a stage 
~2 such that there is no stage s 2~2 such that one of So, Ro, Qo, . . . , Sj, Rj, Qj, Sj+, Rj+l 
receives attention at stage s. Finally, a similar argument will show that Qj+l can receive 
attention at most once after stage ~2. Thus each of the requirements Sj, Rj, or Qj can 
receive attention only finitely often. 0 
Lemma 4.12. dim(st( V,)/space(A)) is injinite. 
Proof. We prove by induction that dim(st( Voo)/V) 2 k for all k. That is, let to be a 
stage such that no requirement SO, Ro, Qo, . . , Sk, Rk, Qk receives attention at any stage 
s>, to. Since space(A), is finite dimensional, $’ is defined for all i. Hence space(A), 
contains no strings of height n for n = lb: I,. . . , 1 b: I. But no requirement Sj, Rj, or 
Qj with j > k can force elements of height n < 14 1 into A at any stage s. Hence, by 
our choice of to, there can be no strings of heights n for n = Iby 1, . . . , lb: I in A. Thus 
dim(st( Vw)/space(A)) 2 k. 0 
Lemma 4.13. space(A) is P*-simple. 
Proof. First we show that if IV,!’ is a subspace of st( V,) such that h(Ny)-h(space(A)) 
is infinite, then NY C’ space(A) # (0). F or a contradiction assume N,p is such that 
h(NP) - h(space(A)) is infinite and NY n space(A) = (0). Note that since space(A) is 
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co-infinite dimensional by Lemma 4.12, it follows that bi = lim,,, 6 exists for all i. 
Let SO be a stage large enough so that & = bi for i<j and none of the requirements 
So,Ro,Qo,..., Sj_1, Rj_1, Qj-1 receives attention after stage SO. Let U, denote the set 
of all n such that there exists a requirement Ei among SO, Ro, Qo, . . . , Sj_ 1, Rj_1 ,Qj_1 
which is satisfied at stage SO such that there exists an a E res(Ei, SO) with Ial = 8n + 2. 
Our choice of SO ensures that if II @ U,, then no string a of length 8n + 2 is ever 
restrained from D by a requirement of higher priority than Sj which is satisfied at some 
stage I > SO, Also our choice of SO ensures that bi = bf for all i<j and t > SO. Next 
let to be such that 
1. to > max(U,, U {2,so, Ibjl}x, 
2. d, > j, and 
3. k” > rj for all r > to. 
Note that for any t > to, our construction ensures that the number strings of length 
8t + 2 which are restrained by some requirement Ri with i < j which is passive at 
stage t is less than k2’. Moreover, we are assuming that any successful computation 
of the oracle machine N,? for any oracle X on a string of length r d2 takes at most 
rj steps. Thus our choice of to ensures that if t > to and x E N,?’ is a string of height 
> to, then there is at least one string g E C, which is not restrained from D by any 
requirement of higher priority than Sj at stage t nor is queried of the oracle Dt in 
some computation which shows that x E N,?. Since h(N/) - h(space(A)) is infinite, 
there must exist an x EN/ such that 1x1 > to and 1x1 $! h(space(A)). Then there must 
be some stage s > to such that x E N,p’-’ . Thus x witnesses that Sj is a candidate 
to receive attention at stage s. Thus either S’ is satisfied at stage s - 1 or S’ is the 
highest priority requirement among SO, Ro, Qo, .. . , S,, R,, Qs which can receive attention 
at stage s. In either case, it follows that Sj will be satisfied at stage s. Thus there will 
be some x E N,ps n A, such that all elements which are queried of the oracle D, in 
some computation which shows that x E NJ? and which are not D, are in res(S”,S). 
However, our choice of to ensures that we can never put any element of reS(Sj,s) after 
stage s so that x will witness that N,? II space(d) # (0). 
Remark. We note that again the assumption that h(N,p)-h(space(A)) is infinite seems 
to be crucial in this argument. That is, if we merely assume that 
dim(Ny/space(A)) is infinite, then it may be the case that whenever there exists an 
x E N,! such that 1x1 > to and x # space(A), then at a stage s > to where x E Np-’ , 
there may be some y E A,_1 such that 1x1 = IyI. But then we cannot add x to A, 
because then A will not be a height increasing basis. If A is not height increasing, then 
we cannot be certain that space(A) E Np. 
To continue our proof of the lemma, we can now assume that if Pf generates an 
infinite dimensional subspace of st( I’,) which is in NPn such that PF n space(A) = 
{0}, then h(PF)-h(space(A)) is finite. By our argument preceding the construction, it
would then follow that there is some j such that Py generates an infinite dimensional 
subspace of st( I’,) and h(Py ) 2 h(space(A)). We shall now show that there can be no 
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such j. On the contrary, assume that Py generates an infinite dimensional subspace of 
st( V,) and h(PF) C h(space(d)). Let sr be a stage large enough so that bf’ = bi for 
i 6 j and none of the requirements So, Ro, Qo, .. . , Sj_ 1, Rj_ 1, Qj_ 1, Sj receives attention 
after stage st. Let U,, denote the set of all n such that there exists a requirement Ei 
among SO$O, Qo, . . . , Sj_1, Rj_1, Qj-r ,Sj which is satisfied at stage ~1 such that there 
exists an a E res(Ei,sl) with Jai = 8n + 2. Our choice of $1 ensures that if n @ U,,, 
then no string CI of length 8n + 2 is ever restrained from D by a requirement of higher 
priority than Rj which is satisfied at some stage t > sr. Also our choice of sr ensures 
that bi = bi for all i< j and t > q. Next let tl be such that 
1. tl > max(U,, U {2,st,fii_r}, 
2. d,, > j, and 
3. k’ > rj for all r > tl . 
Now we claim that there can be no stage t > tl at which Rj is satisfied at stage t. That 
is, if Rj is satisfied at stage t, there must be some s < t such that Rj receives attention at 
stage s and there is a x E e-’ such that 1x1 6 h(space(d,_t ) and res(Rj,s) = res(Rj, t) 
contains all strings of length 81x1 + 2 which are in some C, where z E st( Vm ) and 
IzI = 1x1 plus all strings which are not in D,_ 1 which are queried of the oracle DS-l 
in the computation e-‘(x) = 1 and res(Rj,s) n D,_I = 8. But then our choice of 
t > tl ensures that res(Rj,s) n D = 0 which means that space(d) can have no strings 
of height 1x1 while x E Pj D. But then x witneses that h(Pj’) ~h(space(.4)) which 
contradicts our assumption that h(Py) G h(space(A)). Thus it must be the case that for 
all stages t > tl, Rj is in a passive state. But then it must also be the case that for 
all t > tl, there can be no x E st( V,) of length t + 1 such that q(x) = 1 since 
otherwise x would witness that Rj is a candidate to receive attention at stage t + 1. 
By our choice of t > tl, it would follow that Rj is the highest priority requirement 
among SO$O, Qo,. . . , &+I, R,+l, Qt+r which could receive attention at stage t + 1 so 
that Rj would receive attention at stage t + 1 which we have already ruled out. Thus 
it must be the case that for all x E st( V, ) of length t + 1, q(x) = 0. But then 
our choice of t > tl ensures that j 6 d 1+1 and hence all elements which are not in Dt 
which are queried of the oracle D, during one of the computations T(x) = 0 where 
x E st(V,) and 1x1 = t + 1 are put into res(Rj, t). Again the fact that t > tl ensures 
that res(Rj, t) n D = 0 so that for all x E st( V,) with 1x1 = t + 1, P?(x) = 0. That is, 
Py has no strings in st( V,) of length t + 1 for any t > tl and hence h(spuce(Pf))) 
is finite. Thus there can be no such Py such that PF generates an infinite dimensional 
subspace of st( V,) and h(Py) C h(spuce(d)). But this means that there can be no r 
such that Pp is an infinite dimensional subspace of st( V,) and Pf n space(d) = (0). 
Thus space(A) is PD-simple as claimed. 0 
Lemma 4.14. space(d) is N~muximal. 
Proof. By our remarks preceding the construction, we need only show that we meet 
all the requirements Q(e,n,. So assume N, D is a subspace of st(Voo) such that (NF/ 
space(A)) is infinite dimensional and N,” > space(d). Let j = (e, n) and let s2 be a 
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stage such that bi = b? for i <j and none of the requirements So, Ro, Qo, .. . , Sj_1, Rj- 1, 
Qj-i , Sj, Rj receive attention after stage ~2. Let U,, denote the set of all n such that 
there exists a requirement Ei among Ss, Ro, Qo, .. . , Sj_i, R,- 1, Qj-i, Sj, Rj which is sat- 
isfied at stage s2 such that there exists an c( E res(E;,s2) with 1~11 = 8n + 2. Our choice 
of s2 ensures that if n $ U,,, then no string u of length 8n + 2 is ever restrained from 
D by a requirement of higher priority than Qj which is satisfied at some stage t > ~2. 
Also our choice of s2 ensures that bi = bf for all i < j and t > 32. Next let 12 be 
such that 
1. 6 > max(K, U {2,s2, Ibjl)>, 
2. d, > j, and 
3. k* > rj for all Y > t2. 
Note that for any t > to, our construction ensures that the number of stings of length 
8t + 2 which are restrained by some requirement Ri with i < j which is passive at 
stage t is less than k 2t Moreover, we are assuming that any successful computation .
of the oracle machine N,? for any oracle X on a string of length Y 22 takes at most 
rj steps. Thus our choice of t2 ensures that if t > t2 and x E N,? is a string of height 
> to, then there is at least one string or, E C, which is not restrained from D by any 
requirement of higher priority than Qj at stage t nor is queried of the oracle Dt in 
some computation which shows that x E N,@. 
Note that our argument in Lemma 4.8 shows that h(Nf) - h(space(d)) is infinite 
since dim(NF/spuce(A)) is infinite and N,” 2 space(d). Since h(NF) - h(space(d)) is 
infinite, there must exist an x E N,” such that 1x1 > to, 1x1 > n, and 1x1 $ h(space(d)). 
Then there must be some stage s > to such that x E N?‘. Thus x witnesses that 
Qj is a candidate to receive attention at stage s. Thus either Qj is satisfied at stage 
s - 1 or Qj is the highest priority requirement among SO, Ro, Qo, .. . , S,, Rs, Qs which 
can receive attention at stage s. In either case, it follows that Qj will be satisfied at 
stage s. Thus there will be some x E N,? such that x +st st(e,) E A, and all elements 
which are queried of the oracle D, in some computation which shows that x E N,p,’ 
and which are not D, are in res(Qj,s). However, our choice of t2 ensures we can 
never put any element of res(Qj,s) into D after stage s so that x E N,p and hence 
requirement Qj is met. Thus space(A) will be Np-supermaximal and hence will be 
Np-maximal. 0 
We note that space(A) constructed in Theorem 4.10 has a number of interesting 
properties besides being NP”-super-maximal nd Po-simple. First of all, meeting all 
the requirements Rj ensures that space(A) is PD-immune. That is, if Pf is an infinite 
subset of space(A), then certainly Pf generates an infinite dimensional subspace of 
st( V,) and h(Pf) G h(spuce(A)) which would violate requirement Ri. Also as in the 
construction of Theorem 4.4, it is easy to check that in meeting the requirements Sj 
we made no use of the fact that N,? was a subspace of st( V,) but only that N,? 
was a subset of st( ‘v’,). We claim that st( V,) - space(A) does not have any infinite 
subsets in PD. That is, suppose that Py C st( V,) - space(A). Now, it cannot be that 
h(Py) - h(spuce(A)) is infinite since otherwise there is an i such that Py = Np and 
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the fact that we met requirement Si would mean that Pi” n space(A) # (0). Thus 
h(Py) C* h(space(A)). Let Q = h(space(A)) - h(Py). Then clearly 
s = {x E P/” : h(x) 4 Q} 
is an infinite set in PD which generates an infinite dimensional subspace of st( V, ) 
and h(S) C h(space(d)). Since meeting all the requirements Rj rules out the existence 
of such an S, st( V,) -space(A) does not contain an infinite set in PD. Thus space(A) 
and st( V,) - space(A) are PD-immune. 
Note also that by Theorem 3.7, the fact that space(A) is Np-maximal implies that 
Np # Co-Np and hence that p # Np. Thus we have proved the following. 
Corollary 4.15. There exists un r.e. oracle D and u subspuce V of st(Voo) such that 
1. PD # NPD and NPD # Co-NPD, 
2. V E NP”, 
3. V is PD-immune and hence has no basis in PD, 
4. st( V,) - V is PD-immune, and 
5. V is both PD-simple and Np-supermaximal. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper we initiated the study of the lower semilattice of NP and P subspaces 
of both the standard polynomial time representation and the tally polynomial time 
representation of a countably infinite dimensional vector space V, over a finite field 
F. Our results show that there exists oracles A and B such that NPA # PA and NPA- 
maximal and PA-simple subspaces exist in tuZ( V,) and NPa # PB and NPB-maximal 
and PB-simple subspaces exist in st( Voo) and there exists an oracle C such that NPC # 
PC and no NPc-maximal, PC-simple, or NPc-simple subspaces exist in either tul(V,) 
or st( V,). Thus arguments which relativize cannot prove the existence or nonexistence 
of NP-maximal or P-simple subspaces of either tuZ( V,) or st( V, ) even if we assume 
that NP # P. We note that the situation is completely different if the underlying field F 
is infinite for Bherle [3] proved that if V, is a recursive presentation of a countably 
infinite dimensional vector space V, over an infinite field F which has a recursive 
dependence algorithm, then there exists a polynomial time supermaximal subspace V 
of v,. 
In [35], we studied various properties concerning the connections between the com- 
plexity of subspaces V of tal( V,) and the complexity of their bases. In that work, the 
notion of a polynomial time height increasing independent set played a crucial role. 
Moreover, we were able to show that there exists an oracle A such that NPA # PA and 
every NPA subspace of tul(V,) has a basis in PA and there is an oracle B such that 
NPs # PB and there exists a NPs subspace of tuZ( If,) which has no basis in PE. In this 
paper, we strengthen the latter result by showing that there exists an oracle B such that 
there is an NPB subspace V of tuZ( V,) such that V and tuZ( V,) - V are PB-immune. 
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Also in this paper, we have shown that there is a natural analogue of p-time height 
increasing independent sets of tu,( V,) in the setting of st( I’,), namely strongly height 
increasing independent sets. We showed that many of the results about p-time height 
increasing independent sets in taZ( V,) have natural analogues for strongly height in- 
creasing independent sets in st( Voo). We also proved that there is an oracle C such 
that NPC # PC and there exists an NPc-maximal and PC-simple subspace V of sl( V,) 
such that both V and st( I’,) - V are PC-immune so that V certainly has no basis in 
PC. Again we note that the situation is completely different if the underlying field F is 
infinite. For example, in [35], we showed that with some mild extra assumptions about 
the polynomial time presentation of the infinite field F, in both the standard polyno- 
mial time representation and the tally polynomial time representation of a countably 
infinite dimensional vector space I’, over an infinite polynomial time field F, every 
r.e. subspace has a polynomial time basis. 
Finally, we observe that results about NP and P subspaces of tul( I’,) naturally 
extend to results about NEXT and DEXT subspaces of st( I’,). That is, for S a subset 
of {O,...,k - l}*, we write S E DEXTx (S E NEXTx) if there is an oracle machine 
A4 E DEXT (M E NEXT) such that S = L(A4,X). Given a natural number 12, let bin(n) 
denote the binary representation of n and t&(n) = 0” denote the tally representation 
of A. Then it is well known, see [l] for example, that if A is any subset of the natural 
numbers N and Bin(A) = {bin(n) : II E A} and T&(A) = {@l(n) : n E A}, then 
Tul(A) E P iff Bin(A) E DEXT and T&(A) E NP iff Bin(A) E NEXT. A similar result 
holds for tuZ( V,) and st( I’,,). 
Proposition 5.1 (Nerode and Remmel [35]). Let V C V, and X C{O,. . . , k- l}*. Let 
st(V) = {st(u) : u E V} and tuZ(V) = {tuZ(o) : v E V}. Then 
(i) tuZ( V) E Px iff st( Y) E DEXTx and 
(ii) V E NPX iff st( V) E NEXTx. 
Given Proposition 5.1, we can easily transfer esults between the tally representation 
of V, and the standard representation f I’,. For a typical example, say that a subspace 
M of st(Voo) is NEXTA-maximal if A4 E NEXT A, dim(st(V,)/M) is infinite, and for 
any subspace W of st( V, ) in NEXTA containing M, either dim(st( V, )/W) is finite 
or dim( WfM) is finite. Then Theorem 3.22 and Theorem 4.10 show that the question 
of the existence of NEXT-maximal subspaces i oracle dependent. 
Theorem 5.2. There is a recursive oracle A and an r.e. oracle B such that the for- 
lowing hold. 
(i) NEXTA # DEXTA and NEXTB # DEXTB. 
(ii) There are no NEXTA-maximal subspaces of st( V,). 
(iii) There is an NEXTB-maximal subspuce W of st( V,). 
In the same way, all the results in this paper about Px and NPX subspaces of 
tuZ( V,) can be transfered to results DEXTx and NEXTx subspaces of st( V,). 
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